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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Language Modeling for Speech Recognition of Spoken 
Cantonese 
Submitted by YEUNG, Yu Ting 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
in Electronic Engineering 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
in February 2009. 
This thesis addresses the problem of language modeling for Large Vocab-
ulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) of Cantonese spoken in daily 
communications. As a spoken dialect, Cantonese is limitedly used in written 
documents and published materials. This creates difficulties in collecting suffi-
cient amount of Cantonese text data for statistical language modeling. 
We propose to solve the problem by translating standard Chinese text, which 
is relatively easier to find, into Cantonese. A rule-based translation method is 
implemented. The rules are learnt automatically. They are applied to our ex-
isting database of standard Chinese to obtain the training data for Cantonese 
language modeling. Different language models are trained and evaluated. These 
models are derived from standard Chinese training data, translated Cantonese 
text and written Cantonese data obtained directly from online resources. Ex-
perimental results on speech recognition confirm that language models from 
translated text can well represent Cantonese spoken in formal occasions like 
broadcast news. These models also lead to some improvements on the recog-
nition accuracy for colloquial Cantonese speech, but language models trained 
iv 
from colloquial Cantonese text data lead to further improvement. It is found 
that by interpolating the above language models with properly selected weights, 
a reasonable recognition accuracy can be achieved for both formal Cantonese 
and colloquial Cantonese speech. The character error rates are 22.7% and 24.2% 
respectively. 
Language modeling for Cantonese-English code-mixing speech recognition 
is also investigated in the thesis. The training text data are collected from the 
Internet. Using a conventional technique of language modeling, the recognition 
accuracy of the Cantonese content is comparable to monolingual Cantonese 
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Speech is one of the most common and effective ways for human-human com-
munication. Message can be spread and knowledge can be accumulated with 
human speech. With the advances of technology, the use of computer has be-
come part of our daily life. While people interact with computers mainly by 
mouse and keyboard, the interests in using speech as the medium of interaction 
have increased. Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is an important part of 
speech technology, which has been investigated since 1950s. 
Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) is a general task 
of automatic speech recognition. A LVCSR system decodes naturally spoken 
speech into word sequences. There are many useful applications, such as meet-
ing transcription [26]，broadcast news transcription [77], audio indexing [53] and 
speech-to-speech translation [70]. Since the introduction of the first speaker in-
dependent LVCSR system SPHINX [43], LVCSR technology has been largely 
based on statistical modeling approach. Figure 1.1 gives an illustration of an 
LVCSR system. Statistical models, namely acoustic models and language mod-
els are the key components of the system. They are trained from a large amount 
of acoustic and text data, respectively. Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are 
commonly used for acoustic modeling [63]. Statistical N-grams are deployed in 
language modeling [36]. The recognized word sequence is decoded from input 
speech with an efficient algorithm [35, 2 . 
Commercial speech recognition systems can archive over 90% recognition 
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accuracy for carefully spoken speech, but robustness is still a problematic issue. 
The performance of LVCSR system degrades with presence of noise, variation 
of speaking rate and speaking style, and also mismatch of domain. 
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of an LVCSR system based on statistical approach. 
There have been many studies on Mandarin speech recognition. Golden 
Mandarin series was one of earliest dictation systems for Mandarin[45, 44 . 
The system could recognize Mandarin speech in real time by deploying DSP 
processors and a multi-pass decoding strategy. Syllable lattices were generated 
in the first pass using HMM acoustic models. They were converted into word 
lattices with the assistant of a lexicon. Bigram language models were applied 
to select the best word sequence. A recognition accuracy of 90% was achieved 
on speaker-dependent task. Other investigations on Mandarin LVCSR can be 
found in [30’ 52’ 74 . 
Chinese is a tonal language. A syllable can represent by many Chinese char-
acters. If the lexical tone is considered, the number of characters represented 
by a tonal syllable can be reduced. In order to improve the recognition accu-
racy, tonal information was incorporated into Chinese LVCSR systems. Several 
approaches to tone modeling for LVCSR have been proposed in [11]. Modeling 
of tone articulation in spontaneous speech recognition was investigated in [84 . 
Recently, the method of Multi-space Probability Distribution (MSD) on tone 
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modeling for LVCSR has been shown very effective [73, 72, 79 . 
Language models can help to identify correct characters from the recognized 
syllables. In [20], Gao et al. proposed a unified approach to language modeling 
by jointly optimizing the lexicon, the segmentation and the language models. 
Kim et al. proposed to adapt the statistics from English text data for Mandarin 
domain-specific language modeling by Latent Semantic Analysis [39’ 40]. The 
use of web data to improve Mandarin language models for spontaneous speech 
recognition are discussed in [58]. The web data help to update the language 
models of some recently defined new words. 
1.1 Cantonese Speech Recognition 
Cantonese is a Chinese dialect which is commonly spoken in Southern China, 
Hong Kong, Macau and by overseas Chinese communities. In Hong Kong, Can-
tonese is not only used in daily conversation, but also the defacto official Chinese 
spoken language. It is important to develop Cantonese LVCSR system given 
that Cantonese is a very influential dialect with large population. An isolated 
Cantonese syllable recognizer based on neural network was developed in 1996 
46], followed by speaker-dependent LVCSR system in 1997 [57]. The use of sub-
syllable HMM acoustic models for Cantonese LVCSR was investigated in [14 . 
Context-dependent HMM acoustic models were developed to deal with the co-
articulation effect. The first speaker-independent system for Cantonese LVCSR 
was introduced in 2000 [76]. A two-pass strategy was used in the system. Sylla-
ble lattices were generated using context-dependent sub-syllable HMM acoustic 
models in the first-pass. The second-pass decodes the word string from the syl-
lable lattices with bigram language models. A character recognition accuracy 
of 77.3% was reported. A one-pass Cantonese LVCSR system was later devel-
oped by incorporating a tree-structured lexicon [13]. A recognition accuracy of 
80.3% was achieved on speaker-independent LVCSR. CUSENT, a large corpus 
of Cantonese read speech, was created [48]. The corpus provides the training 
and test data for Cantonese LVCSR research. 
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An algorithm of explicit tone recognition was integrated into a Cantonese 
LVCSR system [47]. The recognized tones were used to convert a base syllable 
lattice into a tonal syllable lattice. The character output can be derived with 
the help of language models. Effective tone recognition was done with supra-
tone units and generalized character posterior probability (GCPP) [62]. The 
best performance attained was at a character recognition accuracy of 86.1% for 
CUSENT [61 . 
Recent research interests move towards Cantonese-English code-mixing 
speech recognition. The recognition of colloquial Cantonese speech has also 
been considered. A corpus of code-mixing and colloquial Cantonese speech 
named CUMIX was developed [10]. By using cross-lingual acoustic models and 
character-based language models, a recognition accuracy of 50.3% was reported 
in [9] for monolingual Cantonese speech. The overall recognition accuracy of 
code-mixing speech was 55.3%, with language boundaries automatically de-
tected. 
1.2 Objectives 
Cantonese differs from Mandarin not only in its acoustic-phonetic properties, 
but also in the lexical and grammatical aspects. Previous researches on Can-
tonese LVCSR have been focused on acoustic modeling. Language models used 
in those systems were trained from standard Chinese text data, which do not 
well represent spoken Cantonese. Lexical and grammatical differences between 
Cantonese and standard Chinese were not considered. 
This research is focused on language modeling to handle spoken Cantonese 
for LVCSR. Spoken Cantonese refers to Cantonese speech being used in daily 
communication, rather than reading standard Chinese text in Cantonese pro-
nunciation. The following issues are addressed. 
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Unavailability of training data 
Since standard Chinese is used as the official written Chinese language, the 
amount of text data that represent spoken Cantonese is much sparser than 
standard Chinese text. In this thesis, we attempt to make use of existing stan-
dard Chinese text resources to improve the recognition of spoken Cantonese. 
Domain Variation 
Language models will be built for Cantonese speech in various domains. The 
parameters of language models will be optimized for domain robustness. Speech 
recognition experiments on various types of Cantonese speech will be carried 
out. 
Recognition of Cantonese speech with embedded English Words 
English words are frequently embedded in Cantonese speech in daily conver-
sation in Hong Kong. It would be advantageous if the language models can 
handle this situation. We are going to collect Cantonese-English code-mixing 
text data and build language models that cover English words. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
In the next chapter, the fundamentals of LVCSR system are reviewed. Statisti-
cal language modeling methods will be described in detail. 
An introduction to the Cantonese dialect is given in Chapter 3. The differ-
ences between standard Chinese and Cantonese are discussed. "Formal Can-
tonese" and "Colloquial Cantonese" are described. 
Language modeling of spoken Cantonese is investigated in Chapter 4. The 
implementation of rule-based translation method is described. LVCSR experi-
ments on various type of Cantonese speech are performed in Chapter 5. 
In Chapter 6, we extend our efforts of language modeling to code-mixing 
speech. We try to collect the training data from the Internet. The data col-
lection method will be described. Language models trained from the collected 
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data are evaluated on both monolingual and code-mixing test data. 




Fundamentals of Large 
Vocabulary Continuous Speech 
Recognition 
The statistical approach to Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition 
(LVCSR) is described in this chapter. Feature extraction of speech signal, acous-
tic modeling and decoding algorithms are reviewed. Methods of statistical lan-
guage modeling and word clustering will be discussed in detail. 
2.1 Problem Formulation 
Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) is a computational 
process to convert acoustic speech signals into word sequences. The term "Large 
Vocabulary" refers to the system can recognize thousands of words. The term 
"Continuous Speech" states that the speech is naturally spoken. Statistical 
approach is used to handle the problem in state-of-the-art LVCSR system [43 . 
It is based on a probabilistic model. A specific word sequence W can produce 
the acoustic observation X with probability P{W,X) [64]. Given observation 
X, the problem is to find out the most probable word sequence W. Using 
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability approach, the problem can be 
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formulated as 
W = argrnaxP(W|X) (2.1) 
By Bayes' rule, Eq. (2.1) can be expressed as 
M/二 argm-x ^(；)� (2.2) 
Since P(X) is independent of W, we have 
W = &igmaxP(X\W)P{W) (2.3) 
P{X\W) is referred to acoustic model, which contains the probability of the 
acoustic observation, given the word identity. In an LVCSR system, acoustic 
models are usually built at sub-word level. A pronunciation dictionary is used 
to define the mapping of the words and the corresponding sub-word units. 
P{W) is referred to language model. Language models capture the regu-
larities of the language and provide linguistic constraints for the generation of 
meaningful word sequence [65]. Langauge models provide the prior probability 
of the occurrence of word sequences. 
2.2 Feature Extraction 
The process of feature extraction aims at characterizing the input speech signals 
in a compact and representative manner. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 
(MFCC) are by far the most commonly used feature parameters in speech recog-
nition system. It makes use of perceptional Mel-scale filterbanks. MFCC can 
achieve better performance in speech recognition tasks, when compared with 
other feature extraction methods [15 . 
Figure 2.1 shows the signal processing procedures of extracting the MFCC 
feature vectors from digitalized speech signal. The feature extraction is per-
formed on short-time frame basis. The input speech is windowed and pre-
emphasized. Short-time Fourier Transform is performed to transform each frame 
into frequency spectrum. Triangular filterbanks as shown in Figure 2.2 is ap-
plied to the spectrum. The filters are equally spaced in Mel-scale as follows, 
M d ( / ) = 25951ogi�(l + ； ^ ) (2.4) 
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Figure 2.1: Flow-diagram of extracting MFCC features 
IMMA 
frequency 
Figure 2.2: Mel-scale filterbanks for feature extraction 
The energy of frequency components from each filterbank are summed up. 
Logarithm is applied to the summed energy to form {mj}. The log filterbank 
energy {rrij} is decorrelated by Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). 
Q = y j ^ J ^ ^ j COS (异 ( j - 0.5)) (2.5) 
The required number of cepstral coefficients q are used, forming a feature vector 
to represent the respective frame. 
2.3 Acoustic Models 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) describes the properties of speech units in sta-
tistical manner. HMM is used in acoustic models for distinguishing the speech 
units. HMM model assumes that speech signals can be represented by a se-
quence of the feature vectors generated from a finite state machine, in which 
the exact state sequence is unknown. Figure 2.3 shows a five-state left-to-right 
HMM model which is used in speech recognition. 
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Figure 2.3: A five-state HMM model for speech recognition. 
In LVCSR, word-based HMM models are infeasible because it requires a huge 
amount of training data. Instead, phoneme-based models are more practical 
due to the relatively small number of phonemes. Context-dependent models 
are commonly used in continuous speech recognition to handle co-articulation 
problem. Triphone is a kind of context-dependent model in which the model 
depends on the previous, current and the next phonemes. Three parameters are 
obtained in the training process: the number of states, the state probabilities 
and transition probabilities. The number of states are usually assigned manually 
according to the complexity of the speech units. The other two parameters can 
be estimated by the Baum-Welch Algorithm [63 . 
Continuous probability density function (pdf) for state probabilities are com-
monly used. Moreover, any continuous pdf can be approximated by Gaussian 
mixture density functions. Further refinement of HMM model such as state-
tying can be applied. State-tying handles the data sparsity problem of the 
statistical modeling. It also improves the robustness of the models by grouping 
similar HMM states. The HMM states can be tied together either by decision-
trees [81] or some data-driven approaches [83]. Using decision-trees is more 
advantageous that unseen speech units can be tied to the units with similar 
phonological properties. 
2.4 Decoding 
In speech recognition, decoding is the process to determine the optimal word se-
quence from the observed feature vectors of speech given the constraints such as 
pronunciation dictionary, acoustic models, language models or other knowledge 
10 
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Figure 2.4: Hierarchy of searching network. 
source. In LVCSR, the search space can be organized as a hierarchy of three 
different levels: state level, phoneme level and word level. Figure 2.4 shows the 
hierarchy of such a search network. 
The optimal word sequence can be found by the Token Passing Algorithm 
82], a formulation of the Viterbi algorithm. A token is a partial path through 
the decoding network from the start to the current time instant. At each time 
step, the token propagates through the intra-transition inside the models and 
stops at an emitting states. The log-probability of the token is incremented 
by the corresponding transition and emission probabilities of the HMM states 
of generating the observation. As the tokens propagate, a phoneme network 
is generated from the HMM state-level network. The transition probability 
from one phoneme to another phoneme is constant. Then a word level network 
is generated from the phoneme-level network according to the pronunciation 
dictionary. The language model probabilities act as the transition probability in 
the word level network. The optimal word sequence can be decoded accordingly. 
In the decoding process, since the acoustic probabilities are calculated on 
frame basis but the language model probabilities are calculated on word basis, 
there exists a large dynamic range difference between their values. A scaling 
factor 7 is used to scale the language model likelihood. The value of 7 is 
determined from a holdout development set. The most likely word sequence is 
11 
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obtained by 
= argmax log(P(X|H/)) + 7log(P(Vl/)) + p (2.6) w 
where p is called insertion penalty. It is a fixed value to control the relative 
levels of insertion and deletion errors. 
The search space can by organized by either using tree-structured lexicons 
13, 56] or finite-state networks with linear lexicons [17]. The advantage of tree-
structured lexicons over linear lexicons is that it can reduce the search space 
significantly and hence speed up the decoding process. However, applying lan-
guage model probabilities at the search space are delayed with tree-structured 
lexicons. It is because the word identity is known only when the leave node of 
the succeeding word is reached. This can be overcome by using language model 
factorization [17]. Beam search is commonly used in LVCSR to further speed up 
the process and reduce the search space. Paths are kept only if their scores are 
higher than a pre-defined threshold. The threshold is an adjustable parameter 
for trade-off between speed and accuracy. 
The recognizer can output a word sequence or N-Best lists which contains 
N most likely hypotheses or a word graph [1]. A word graph is a Direct Acyclic 
Graphic (DAG) which is composed of the word candidates in the most likely 
word sequence hypotheses. The paths between the start node and end node form 
a set of word sequence hypotheses. The arcs in any paths are not overlapped 
under the word-pair approximation [59]. One of the benefits of word graph is 
that multi-pass search can be constructed by re-scoring the word graphs with 
higher-level knowledge sources, such as longer N-grams and tonal information 
to obtain more accurate output [62 . 
2.5 Statistical Language Modeling 
2.5.1 N-gram Language Models 
The role of statistical langauge model is to provide an estimation of probability 
P[W) for a word sequence W. Suppose a word sequence is composed of N words 
12 
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Wi^ i = 1,..., n, P{W) can be decomposed into 
n 
P(W) = P(wi,W2,W3,...,Wn) = J^P(切d 切1，...’ 切i-1) (2.7) 
i=l 
It is impractical to estimate P{wi\wi, reliably . If we assume the process 
of generating the word sequence to be ergo die, the following approximation 
would be applied. 
P{wi\wi,...,wi-i) ^ P(wi\wi-N+1, (2.8) 
Hence, 
n 
P {W) = P{Wi,W2,W3,...,Wn) = JJP(W;i|w;i-iV+i，...,W;i-i) (2.9) 
i=l 
This model assumes that Wi depends only on the preceding N — \ words. It is 
referred as N-gram language model. Due to data sparsity and storage consider-
ation, a small N is usually used. Previous experience suggests that TV = 3 is a 
reasonable size [24 . 
The conditional probabilities in the N-gram model can be computed based 
on maximum likelihood estimation. This is done by counting the occurrence of 
word sequences in training data as follows: 
P(wi Wi-N+i, = — r (2.10) 
where C(-) is the occurrence count of the word sequence. 
2.5.2 N-gram Smoothing 
P{wi\wi-.J^+1, by Eq. (2.10) may be over-estimated if the count 
C{wi-N+i^ •.•,'Wi) is small. With limited training data, a word sequence which 
are not observed in training data, i.e. C�Wi—N+i,-",^i) = 0，does not mean 
that it will never appear in the speech. In order to have a robust langauge 
model, N-gram probabilities are usually smoothed by redistributing (discount-
ing) the probability mass of low-count events to unseen events. The probability 
of the unseen events are estimated by multiplying a back-off factor with the 
probability of (N-l)-gram. This is referred as back-off model. 
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Katz smoothing [37] is one of the back-off schemes based on Good-Turing 
discounting formula [23]. A N-gram occurring r times is discounted into r* 
times, r* is estimated by the Good-Turing formula as 
= + (2.11) 
when TV denotes the number of N-grams that occur r times and hence the 
discount factor is given by 
& = (2.12) 
Eq. (2.11) has a problem that it will fail if tv = 0, which is likely to occur for a 
high r. Katz introduced a threshold k such that the discounting is applied only 
to N-gram with counts fewer than or equal to k. The discounting factor is then 
modified as follows 
(r+i)Ilr±l—(fc+i)!^ 
dr=l i - ( 糾 )斧 — _ (2.13) 
1 \ir > k 
\ 
Katz also introduced a back-off factor a(-) for N-grams with zero counts. 
Cut-off scheme that removes N-grams with lower counts can also be applied in 
order to reduce the model size and remove noise from the model. Subsequently, 
estimation of N-gram probability by Katz Smoothing will become 
PKatz{'Wi\h)= 
Oi(h) • PKatz(Wi\h') if C{Wi-N+U …’切i) < c 
< • c…“‘‘c^r广 (2.14) 
C("-gy)’…’"� if C�“yv+1，...,^0 > 
where h and h' are histories u'^-at+i, ..., i/^i-i and shorter histories 
Wi-M+2^ respectively and a{h) is defined as 
a{h) = ^ p j~r^ 
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The numerator in Eq. (2.15) is the probability mass of the unseen N-gram 
after smoothing and the denominator is the sum of the probability of the (N-1)-
grams corresponding to those unseen N-grams. Another interpretation of q;(-) 
is that it is a normalization factor such that Eq. (2.14) can be summed to one 
31 . 
2.5.3 Complexity of Language Model 
The performance of language models can be evaluated based on information 
theory [67]. Consider a word sequence Wi, ...,Wm, the average cross-entropy for 
each word is 
1 m 
= - lim — V P ( w u ...,Wi) log2 P ( w i , ...,Wi) (2.16) m �oo Nm U � 
Since we assume that the process of generating the word sequence is ergodic, 
the ensemble mean of the word sequence would be equal to its time average. 
/ f ( W ) = — lim ^ logo P(W) (2.17) 
m-*oo Nm 
If we apply the approximation of Eq. (2.8), for a given N-gram language 
model with sufficiently long text, 
1 m 
H{W) = - - l 0 g 2 Y[ P{Wi\wi, 
: m � = 1 (2.18) 
m ^ 
1=1 
The complexity of langauge model is commonly represented by perplexity, 
which is defined as, 
PP{W) = 2 _ (2.19) 
Perplexity can also be expressed as 
r m ) _去 ( 2 . 2 0 ) 
=乂 切“糾’…’购-1)} 
p—— N + 1 w ' l ) can be regarded as a branching factor for the given word se-
quence. A large branching factor indicates that there are many possible choices 
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of word Wi to follow the sequence Wi-M+i^  …，Wi—i. Perplexity can be interpreted 
as the geomantic mean of this branching factor of all the word sequence in the 
language models [31 . 
In Chinese languages, character is a more preferred unit for performance 
evaluation due to the ambiguities in word segmentation. Character perplexity 
42] is used for performance evaluation of language models for Chinese. It is 
defined as 
P P c ( W ) = (2.21) 
where Wn is number of word segments and Cn is number of characters in the 
testing texts. 
Reduction in perplexity generally indicates improvement in language models. 
With the same experimental setup, language models with lower perplexity are 
expected to better recognition results, although it is suggested that the cross-
entropy correlates better with recognition accuracy [24 . 
2.5.4 Class-based Langauge Model 
The estimation of N-gram probabilities requires a large amount of text data. 
Class-based language modeling [8] is proposed as another smoothing approach 
to handle the data sparsity problem. Word entries with similar semantic or 
grammatical properties are grouped into the same classes, either manually or 
by data-driven methods [8, 55]. Instead of probabilities of word sequences, the 
probabilities of class sequences are estimated in class-based language models. 
Since the number of classes is much fewer than the number of the words, fewer 
parameters are needed to determine from training data. 
Assume that each word is assigned to only one class and the class assignment 
G{wi) for the word Wi is independent of Wi-i and G{wi-i), the conditional 
probability 
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where P{G{wi)\G{wi-.N+i), G{wi-i)) is the class N-gram and P{wi\G{wi)) is 
the word-in-class probability. 
In this work, the word-exchange algorithm [55] is used to derive word-to-
class mappings. A log-likelihood function L{G) can be constructed from Eq. 
(2.9) and Eq. (2.22) for maximum-likelihood estimation of the word-to-class 
mapping function G(-) [55]. In the case of a bigram, L{G) is formulated as 
L{G) = X： CW l o g M + E C(仏 W log ^ ^ (2.23) 
loeW g.hGG �g) ^ ) 
where w denotes words in W and g, h denote classes in G. W is a set of words 
defined in the lexicon and G is a set of classes defined in the class list. 
The maximization of L[G) is only depended on the second term. It is de-
scribed as the average mutual information between the classes g and h [8]. It can 
be proved that maximizing the average mutual information between the classes 
g and h is equivalent to minimizing the training set perplexity of a class-based 
langauge model (Refer to Appendix A.l). Greedy algorithms can be used for 
the maximization [8，55]. While a slightly different mapping may be resulted 
by different approaches, the effect on the final model is insignificant [55，21, 
2.5.5 Language Model Pruning 
It is necessary to control the size of a language model to meet system memory 
requirement. This is especially true with the increased amount of training data. 
Simple cut-off is one effective method to control the size of language models. 
In some cases, count information may be unavailable. Stolcke [69] introduced 
a self-contained method for language model pruning with minimal increase of 
perplexity, based on Kullback-Leibler Distance. 
Consider a N-gram p = P{w\h) of word w in lexicon W and history h. The 
back-off estimation is p' = a'{h)P{w\h'), where h' is shortened history and a'{h) 
is the new back-off weight if the N-gram is removed. Kullback-Leibler Distance 
D{p\\p') in Eq. (2.24) measures the similarity of p and p'. A threshold is defined 
to control the size and the perplexity increment of the pruned model. If D{p\\p') 
is smaller than the threshold, the N-gram would be pruned since its back-off 
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estimation after pruning is close enough to the original N-gram probability. 
2.6 Performance Evaluation 
Word Error Rate (WER) is commonly used as the performance index of speech 
recognition system. It is the Levenshtein Distance between the recognized sen-
tences and the reference sentences. It is equal to the minimum numbers of 
insertion (Ins), deletion (Dels) and substitution (Subs) such that the two given 
word sequence will become the same. The Distance or WER can be found using 
dynamic programming. Speech recognition accuracy is defined as (1 — WER). 
WER = ^ S u b s : D e l s : I n s , (2.25) 
No. oj correct words in the correct sentence 
There is another performance index called correctness in which insertion are 
not considered as errors. That is 
^ , Subs+Dels \ 八… 
Correctness = (1 - — ； — ； ； ) x 100% 
No. OJ correct words in the correct sentence 
(2.26) 
In Chinese language, since word boundaries are not well defined and every 
character has complete linguistic meanings, Character error rate is used as the 
performance index. It is the same definition as Eq. (2.25), but characters are 
used as the base unit. 
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The Cantonese Dialect 
This chapter gives an introduction to the properties of Cantonese. The defini-
tions "standard Chinese" and "written Cantonese" are defined. Various types 
of Cantonese speech are also described. 
3.1 Phonology of Cantonese 
Cantonese is a monosyllabic language. Each character corresponds to one sylla-
ble sound. A Cantonese syllable can be divided into two components, an Initial 
and a Final. There are 19 Initials and 53 Finals in Cantonese. They are listed 
in Table 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. In this work, the Cantonese phonemes and 
syllables are labeled with LSHK^ scheme. IPA^ equivalent [33] of the phonemes 
are also given in the Tables. 
Cantonese is a tonal language. The meaning of a syllable changes with 
different pitch levels and pitch movements. Different tones are classified by the 
characteristics of their pitch contours. A syllable with different tones correspond 
to different characters. Traditionally, there are nine tones in Cantonese as 
listed in Figure 3.1. The tones can be divided in to three registers: High, 
Middle, Low, according to their pitch levels. The tones are also classified into 
three movements: Level, Rising and Going, according to the slope of the pitch 
1 Linguistic Society of Hong Kong 
2International Phonetic Alphabet 
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LSHK IPA LSHK IPA 
Plosive Approximant 
b p 1 1 
d t w w 
g k j j 
gw kw Nasal 
p ph m m 
t th n n 
k kh ng r) 
kw kwh Fricative 
Affricate s s 
z ts f f 
c tsh h h 
Table 3.1: List of Cantonese Initials. 
Level Rising QfOm Entering 
High ：：；：：：；^  ^ ^ Z Z H I I 
Middle ：：：：^：：： 
Low __,iiiMiii* ‘ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Figure 3.1: Schematic description of Cantonese tones. 
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LSHK IPA LSHK IPA LSHK IPA 
Vowel am •em Vowel-stop 
i i an •en ip ip 
yu y ang it it 
u u aam am ik ik 
e 8 aan an yut yt 
oe oe aang ag ut ut 
o 0 Syllabic nasal uk uk 
aa a ng g ek ek 
Vowel-nasal m m eot et 
im im Diphthong oek oek 
in in ui ui ot ot 
ing ig ei ei ok ok 
yun yn eoi ey ap 即 
un un oi oi at •et 
ung 01] ai m ak 13k 
eng eg aai ai aap ap 
eon eg iu iu aat at 
oeng oeg ou ou aak ak 
on on au t3u 
ong og aau au 
Table 3.2: List of Cantonese Finals. 
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Tonal Syllable (1800) 
Base Syllable (665) 
Initial (19) Final (53) Tone (6) 
[Onset] (19) Nucleus (8) [Coda] (8) 
Table 3.3: Structure of a Cantonese syllable 
contours. The combinations of the High, Low registers and the three pitch 
movements form the first six tones of Cantonese. They are referred as "Non-
entering" tones. The remaining three tones are referred as "Entering tones". 
They are only associated with syllables ended with [p], [t] and [k]. Their pitch 
contours are similar to Level tones of the non-entering tones but with shorter 
tone duration. 
The complete syllable structure of Cantonese is listed in Table 3.3. It is as-
sumed that the tones are on a separate dimension from the syllables. The onset 
is the Initial in Cantonese syllable. It is optional. A final can be decomposed 
into a nucleus and an optional coda. There are about 660 base syllables and 
about 1,800 tonal syllables for Cantonese. 
3.2 Orthographic Representation of Cantonese 
As Cantonese is a Chinese dialect, written Cantonese is also represented in 
Chinese characters [68, 3). Nearly every Chinese character has its Cantonese 
pronunciation. There are about 5,000 commonly used Chinese characters but 
only 1,800 tonal syllables. Cantonese is homophonic that a syllable can be 
mapped to several different characters. Cantonese is also homographic that 
the same character may have more than one pronunciations, which generally 
lead to different meanings. Table 3.4 shows some examples of homophones and 
homographs in Cantonese. 
Although Cantonese shares the same Chinese characters for orthographic 
representation and a considerable amount of Cantonese words are overlapped 
with standard Chinese, Cantonese shows substantial differences from the stan-
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Homophones /si/ 思(to think)禾人(personal)詩(poem)施(to give) 
/zung6/(important) /cung4/(to repeat) /cung5/ 
Homographs 重 
(heavy) 
Table 3.4: Examples of Cantonese homophones and homographs. 
dard Chinese when we try to put a spoken Cantonese sentence in written form. 
The grammar of Cantonese was analyzed in [12]. Some of the Cantonese words 
do not even have standard Chinese characters to represent with [68]. The re-
cent introduction of Hong Kong Supplementary Character Set (HKSCS) by 
Hong Kong Government has provided a reference and hopefully a standard to 
represent these Cantonese-specific characters [32 . 
The definition of "written Cantonese" varies from person to person. Bauer 
3] defines "written Cantonese" as "any text which contains at least one Can-
tonese word and is intended to be read by Cantonese speakers". Snow [68] 
suggested that a fairly accurate description of "written Cantonese" would be 
"Cantonese speech written out in Chinese characters" but Snow notices that 
written Cantonese texts found in Hong Kong today vary in style and can be 
further classified. The styles of written Cantonese texts of today's Hong Kong 
publishing media can be classified into the following three kinds^. 
1. Authentic Cantonese similar to conversational Cantonese speech 
2. Cantonese words only used in dialogue 
3. Random mixing of Cantonese words with standard Chinese 
Standard Chinese is the formal written language in the whole Chinese soci-
ety. It is the written form of Mandarin. In Hong Kong, standard Chinese is used 
extensively, although Snow [68] notices that standard Chinese in Hong Kong is 
somehow different from those in mainland China and Taiwan. For examples, 
there are lexical differences like “巴士 /baa si/" in Hong Kong and “公交車 
3Snow in fact has classified "written Cantonese" into six kinds, but other three types are 
from historical perspectives. 
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English Cantonese Standard Chinese 
(possessive marker) 概 /ge/ 的 /de / 
(perfective aspect marker) 佐 /zo / 了 / W 
(pluralizer for pronouns) 她 /dei/ 們 /men/ 
This/ These 呢卩的 /ni di/ 這些 /zhe xie/ 
He/ She 佢 /keoi/ 他 / 她 / ta / 
Yesterday D尋日 /camyat/ 昨天 / z u o tian/ 
Table 3.5: Examples on lexicon differences between Cantonese and standard 
Chinese 
/gong jiao che/" in mainland, both words meaning "bus" in English. Although 
the amount of published works using written Cantonese is increasing in recent 
years, standard Chinese is still dominant in massive publishing media of Hong 
Kong. 
There is a consensus that some daily used Cantonese words, which are not 
found in standard Chinese, are not acceptable in formal Chinese writing. Table 
3.5 shows some of these examples. They are referred as "colloquial Cantonese 
terms" in this thesis. Colloquial Cantonese terms are not found in official docu-
ments. They are not taught at school. The written representation of colloquial 
Cantonese terms are not standardized [28]. There may exist several different 
character representations even for the most common colloquial Cantonese terms. 
Although HKSCS can handle almost all Cantonese terms, romanisation 
of Cantonese words are now gaining popularity among younger Cantonese-
speaking writers. They write down the pronunciation of Cantonese characters 
in alphabets rather than characters. Romanized words can be observed in their 
online diaries and their instant messaging writings (ICQ) [68]. Romanisation 
may be used because the writers do not know the exact characters of the terms 
or they found difficulty in typing the characters with computer keyboards [68 . 
It is also possible that the term is a "trendy expression" [29] that no canonical 
written form exists. Table 3.6 shows some examples. 
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Cantonese pro- English meaning Written form 
nunciation 
/ji gaa/ ^ 依家而家宜家 
/cam yat/ yesterday 尋曰尋曰擒曰 
/ngo dei/ we 我地我 _ 
/bei / to give 界 俾 比 
/ go / that 果 嗰 箇 
/zung/ still 重 仲 
/zung yi/ to like 鐘意鍾意中意 
/ j e / ^ m ^ 
/ping ling paang noise of something b r o - 呼 呤 膨 嗱 呼 鈐 膨 蘭 
laang/ ken 兵 ling 彭籣 
/tou daap daap/ lowering head 頭 dup dup 頭耷耷 
Table 3.6: Examples of Cantonese words with different written forms 
3.3 Classification of Cantonese speech 
The content of Cantonese speech depends greatly on the occasion of speaking 
3]. In formal occasions, the transcription of Cantonese speech would resemble 
standard Chinese in terms of vocabulary choices. In more casual situations, 
colloquial Cantonese terms are used frequently. When such kind of Cantonese 
speech is written down, it becomes unintelligible to Mandarin speakers. In our 
perspective, Cantonese speech can be divided into two major categories. 
• Formal Cantonese 
Formal Cantonese refers to the situation where Cantonese is spoken in 
formal registers [18]. Examples include speech delivered by Hong Kong 
government officials in press conferences and broadcast news in local elec-
tronic media. In formal Cantonese speech, most of content words are the 
same as in standard Chinese, but the function words are replaced by their 
colloquial Cantonese terms counterparts [68]. If these Cantonese function 
words are replaced by standard Chinese ones, the translated text can be 
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In the afternoon the police arrested a man who is suspicious of theft. 
Figure 3.2: The differences between formal Cantonese, colloquial Cantonese and 
standard Chinese, for the same meaning. 
read fluently in Mandarin. 
• Colloquial Cantonese 
In this case, many colloquial or localized lexical items are used, in addition 
to the function words [3]. The sentence structure may be different from 
those standard Chinese. Direct transcription of the speech cannot be read 
fluently in Mandarin. Daily conversational speech falls into this category. 
In Hong Kong, colloquial Cantonese often contains English words, which 
is referred to as code-mixing [6, 51. 
There are also special occasions that standard Chinese text is faithfully 
spoken with Cantonese pronunciations without incorporating any Cantonese 
terms. For example, a student may be asked to read a paragraph of Chinese 
text in a Chinese class. Nevertheless, this type of Cantonese speech is rarely 
used and considered unnatural. Figure 3.2 shows examples of formal Cantonese, 
colloquial Cantonese and standard Chinese. The three sentences have the same 
meaning but they have different spoken forms. 
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你 forward 封 E-mail 俾我 ° 
nei forward fung E-mail bei ngo 
You forward the E-mail to me. 
份嚼 f a x赃未？ 
fan je fax zo mei 
(Have you) fax the document? 
你un唔understand我講卩既嚼？ 
nei un ng understand ngo gong ge je 
Do you understand what have I said? 
你print啦份功課未？ 
nei print zo fan gung fo mei 
(Have you) print your homework? 
Figure 3.3: Some examples of Cantonese-English code-mixed sentences. 
3.4 Cantonese-English Code-mixing 
According to Gumperz [25]，"code-switching" refers to "parallel use of two dif-
ferent grammatical system or subsystem within the same speech exchange of 
passages of speech". Intra-sentential switching of two different languages is 
usually referred to "code-mixing" in many studies [51]. Hong Kong is a bilin-
gual society of English and Cantonese. English is taught at elementary level of 
eduction. Cantonese is the mother-tongue of many Hong Kong people. Many 
younger generation in Hong Kong know these two languages. The parallel use 
of English and Cantonese is common. Since the mixed use of Cantonese and 
English is intra-sentential, "code-mixing" is more preferable for describing this 
language behavior. The matrix language is Cantonese and English is the em-
bedded language. Figure 3.3 shows examples of code-mixing speech commonly 
used in Hong Kong. 
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It is arguable that whether the use of English words in Cantonese speech 
is a combination of the two languages or simple substitution of English terms 
into one single Cantonese language. On one hand, English and Cantonese are 
two unrelated languages yet English words in code-mixed utterances are usually 
pronounced with heavy Cantonese accent. The code-mixing utterances are also 
unintelligible by people who only know either one language. On the other hand, 
Li [49] noticed that using the term "borrowing" is inappropriate, as Haugen [27 
argued that a langauge is not a rigid and monolithic structure. Bolton and Luke 
5] also pointed out that a linguistic item should not be limited to be assignable 
to one and only one language. Li later comments that in Hong Kong, after a 
century of Cantonese in contact with English, the use of code-mixed speech is a 
case of linguistic convergence. Li states that "The Hong Kong bilingual selects 
an expression from his or her language resources of Cantonese or English in 
order to express the most exact meaning." [50]. Inclusion of English words has 
expanded the vocabulary of Hong Kong bilinguals for more accurate expression. 
New Cantonese syllables are added, such as SIR /soe4/ in 阿SIR /aa3 soe4/. 
Cantonese syntax are also undergoing changes to adapt the use of English words, 
such as我月艮務你or我serve你(I serve you) rather than我為你月艮務. 
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Rule-based Translation Method 
In this chapter, a rule-based translation method is introduced to translate stan-
dard Chinese text data into written Cantonese text data for language modeling. 
The rules are acquired by an automatic learning method from a small parallel 
text corpus. Implementation details of the learning method are described. The 
quality of learnt rules is evaluated. 
4.1 Motivations 
Language models capture the regularities of the language and provide linguistic 
constraints in the automatic speech recognition process. Training of statistical 
language models requires a large amount of text data. The data are assumed 
to be a reliable representation of the speech being handled. They usually come 
from published media. In Chinese speaking community, text data in published 
media are dominated by standard Chinese. Written Cantonese is used only in 
more leisure contents of the published media. They are sparsely distributed 
in the articles. It is possible to collect a certain amount of Cantonese data for 
language modeling of Cantonese speech, but a large amount of standard Chinese 
text data are readily available. These standard Chinese text data may already 
cover the required domains of a certain LVCSR task. They would be valuable 
if we can make use of them to improve language modeling of Cantonese. 
Khudanpur and Kim proposed a method of using domain-specific text for 
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language model adaptation [38]. They suggested to make use of a resources-rich 
language to adapt language models of a resources-deficient language by machine 
translation with a sentence-aligned parallel corpus. They also investigated an-
other approach based on Latent Semantic Analysis using document-aligned cor-
pus [39]. Perplexity reduction and improved performance on Mandarin speech 
recognition are reported when English text data are used to improve Mandarin 
language models. 
In our study, the goal is to derive Cantonese language models from an exist-
ing database of standard Chinese text. Both standard Chinese and Cantonese 
are represented by the same Chinese character set. A lot of words, especially 
content words, are shared between Cantonese and standard Chinese. These 
make the use of rule-based translation method to translate standard Chinese 
text data into Cantonese text data a feasible strategy. We need to find an op-
timal set of rules that deal with the major differences between Cantonese and 
standard Chinese. 
We aim to develop an automatic method of rule learning since handcrafting 
rules is inefficient and may not have good coverage. With automatic learn-
ing, the rules can be improved when more training data become available. 
Transformation-based learning is chosen as our automatic rule learning ap-
proach. 
4.2 Transformation-based Learning 
4.2.1 Algorithm Overview 
Transformation-based learning approach [7] is used to derive the rules for con-
verting standard Chinese text data into Cantonese data [78]. This approach has 
been successfully applied to various natural language processing tasks, such as 
part-of-speech tagging and speech recognition output correction [54 . 
Consider all candidate r u l e s � “ i = 1，...，n. Let S be the training data and Y 
be the corresponding references. F(-) is a rule-finding function and g is an error 
function. S, is the output of training data transformed by r^ . The objective of 
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transformation-based learning is to find an ordered list C containing some rules 
Ti which can minimize g. The rule u is selected if it minimizes g at the current 
iteration, that is 
F(S) = n if ffi(Si,Y)-gk(Si,,Y)<0 Vk ^ i (4.1) 
ffi(Si’Y) and 办 ( § k � Y ) are the errors between the reference Y and transformed 
A � 
output Si, Sk by rule r^,r^ respectively. The candidate rule r^  that leads to 
the smallest g is added to C. Training data S is updated by the selected rule 
Ti immediately such that S := The learning process repeats for selecting 
the subsequent rules. After certain number of iterations, the ordered list C is 
obtained. C serves as a model to process unseen data by applying the rules in 
the learned order. 
Original training Initial state Output training 
text data (S) annotator text data 
edd二 r \ 
« \ 
二 � 
, � . y 
Output rules , 
I 
An ordered list of 
rules (C) 
Figure 4.1: Flow-diagram of transformation-based learning. 
The implementation of transformation-based learning is illustrated as in Fig-
ure 4.1. The training data are firstly passed through an initial state annotator 
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for initialization. The complexity of the initial state annotator may vary from 
random structure to manual annotation [7]. Once the training data go through 
the annotator, they are compared with their references. A list of candidate rules 
which make the training data better resemble their references is generated. The 
candidates are applied to the training data one after the other to obtain the 
candidate that minimizes the pre-defined error function between the training 
data and the references. The rules are recorded orderly and the whole training 
data are updated. The process continues until there is no further improvement 
or a pre-set number of iterations is reached. In such a greedy search, the final 
results are locally optimized. The output of the learner is an ordered list of 
rules. 
4.2.2 Learning of Translation Rules 
Standard Chinese-written Cantonese Parallel Corpus 
A parallel corpus of standard Chinese and written Cantonese is prepared for the 
development of the rule-based translation method. The standard Chinese served 
as the training data and the written Cantonese part is corresponding reference. 
A few university students were asked to make modifications on sentences taken 
from newspaper text so that they can be read out in natural Cantonese speech, 
with the meanings unchanged. Word segmentation was performed using the 
Maximum Matching Method. Standard Chinese sentences are aligned with 
Cantonese sentences word by word. The corpus consists of about 15000 pairs 
of sentences (about 200,000 characters). Figure 4.2 gives an example from the 
parallel corpus. 
Automatic Rule Learning 
In conventional transformation-based learning, all candidate rules are examined 
to find out the best rule. A large number of rule candidates are generated 
during the training process. This makes the computation intractable. In our 
implementation, a Monte Carlo approach is used. Instead of examining all 
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During economic crisis, even some international companies face 
difficulties 
Figure 4.2: Sample sentences in the parallel corpus. 
candidates at one time, only 30 randomly selected candidates are considered 
at each iteration. This approach is similar to the lazy transformation-based 
learning described in [66]. It was noticed that this practical implementation 
are unlikely to degrade the performance since good rules tend to have higher 
probability to re-appear. This implementation may produce an even better rule 
set since the candidates which cause local maxima may be bypassed by the 
random nature of rule selection. 
We use the edit distance between a translated sentence and the reference 
sentence as the error function. The edit distance is defined as the minimum 
number of insertion, substitution and deletion of characters in transforming 
one of the sentences into the other. It can be calculated with the dynamic 
programming technique. Two additional configurations are required in the im-
plementation: the direction along which the training text are scanned with the 
rules and whether the selected rules are applied immediately before the next 
iterations. In our implementation, the text data are scanned and the candidate 
rules are applied along the natural direction of reading. The selected rules are 
applied to the text data immediately after the current iteration. 
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Formation of the Rules 
The rules are designed to use the word context in close vicinity to determine an 
appropriate conversion. The context of the rules includes word labels and class 
labels. Class labels represent the 10 classes clustered by the word exchange 
algorithm [55]. Table 4.1 describes the word classes by examples. A category 
label is assigned to each class according to the meanings of the clustered words. 
The formation of rules are guided by a set of rule templates. Three rule 
templates are defined in this implementation. They are shown in Figure 4.3. 
Each template can be divided into two parts, the rewrite rule and the triggering 
environment[7]. The rewrite rule is the operation of the rule. The triggering 
environment is the condition to execute the operation. Three operations are 
defined in this setup. They are insertion, deletion and substitution. The same 
operations are used for computing the edit distance. 
The triggering environments of all three rule templates are governed by two 
variables. For the rewrite rules of deletion and replacement templates, they are 
governed by two variables, but the rewrite rule for insertion template is only 
governed by one variable. A word label is designed for triggering environment 
of insertion template to provide a stronger constraint. 
Insert <WORD> if previous <WORD> and latter <CLASS> 
Replace <WORD> to <WORD> if between <CLASS> and 
<CLASS> 
Delete <WORD> if between <CLASS> and <CLASS> 
< W O R D > : word label 
<CLASS>: class label 
Figure 4.3: Templates of the translation rules 
A total of 640 iterations are performed, resulting in 640 rules. The number 
is determined empirically. It is the number of rules that achieve the greatest 
reduction in the edit distance between 5000 parallel sentences for several trials. 
The training process is organized such that all 80 insertion rules are extracted 
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first. 480 substitution rules are obtained subsequently and finally 80 deletion 
rules are derived. Such an organization limits the number of rule candidates to 
be selected for more effective computation. 
4.3 Performance Evaluation 
4.3.1 The Learnt Translation Rules 
Experiments with different sizes of training data are performed. The number 
of parallel sentences varies from 1500, 3000’ 5000, 9000 to the full set of 15000. 
Three trials are performed in each case and a total of 15 rule sets are obtained. 
Figure 4.4 shows some examples of learnt rules. 
Rule ID Content 
39 insert 係 if [previous 則是 and latter CLASS7] or [在於 and latter 
CLASS5] or [則是 and latter CLASS9] or [還是 and latter CLASS9] 
or [特別是 and latter CLASS8] or [應在 and latter CLASS6] or [還 
是 and latter CLASS6]... 
144 replace 還是 to 仲 if between [CLASS5 and CLASS8] or [CLASSl 
and CLASS9] or [CLASS3 and CLASS8]... 
189 replace 該 to 嗰個 if between [CLASSl and CLASSIC] or [CLASS3 
and CLASS5] or [CLASS5 and CLASS3] or [CLASSl and CLASS9] 
335 replace 為什麼 to 點解 if between [CLASSl and CLASSS] or 
[CLASS8 and CLASSS] or [CLASSl and CLASSS]... 
526 replace 讓 to 界 if between [CLASS? and CLASSS] or [CLASSS and 
CLASS6] or [CLASSS and CLASSS] or [CLASS5 and CLASSS]... 
604 delete 們 if between [CLASS7 and CLASS7] or [CLASS7 and 
CLASSS] or [CLASS5 and CLASSS] or [CLASSY and CLASS2]... 
Figure 4.4: Examples of learnt rules 
For example, rule 144 can be interpreted as: To replace 還是 with 仲 if the 
word before 還是 belongs to CLASSS and the word following 還是 belongs to 
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Class ID Categories Examples 
1 Start of sentence ！ENTER 
_2 End of sentence ！EXIT 
3 TYansportation 航運/貨運/客運/運輸/國際/世界/國家/國 
and public utili-內/大陸/地鐵/交通/煤氣/電力/通訊/航空/工 
^ 業… 
4 Area and change佔地/面積/達/超過/可達/近/升至/百分之/年 
in number 產/跌/上升/達到/共有/餘/接近/樓面/高出... 
5 Development 計劃/開始/功能/作用/批准/合併/建成/規 
劃/工作/設施/設備/方便/標準/發展/迅速/能 
力… 
6 Numbers a n d十/八/三/三十/七/十五/廿二/二/五/五 
money 十/六/九/零/四/十二/元/鎊/美元/零點/仟... 
7 Organization 小組/企業/糸統/中心/工程/公司/產品/集 
團/經理/改革/體糸/指揮/管理/會議/製造商 
8 Places 廣東/東堯/國務院/青島/上海/中國/山東/北 
京/廈門/全市/全國/美國/日本/印度/東南亞 
9 Actions 負責/進行/提供/交換/設有/示範/興建/得 
到/處於/發生/恢復/前往/發出/發表/取得/籌 
^^ • •. 
10 Units 座/位/個/間/部/條/艘/次/份/點/項/成/倍/公 
頃/公里/萬順/米/小時/百/萬/千/億/千萬/百 
^^ . •. 
Table 4.1: Examples of word classes 
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CLASS8, or the previous word belongs to CLASS 1 and the latter word belongs 
to class CLASS9,... 
4.3.2 Evaluation of the Rules 
The goodness of the learnt rules are evaluated by cross validation [16]. In 
order to provide sufficient amount of validation data, only the rule sets derived 
by using 3000 and 9000 parallel sentences are evaluated. The validation set 
consists of 6300 unseen sentence pairs. The results from three trials are shown 
as in Figure 4.5 and 4.6. 
The relative error rate is defined as the number of errors in the translated 
text normalized by the number of errors in the untranslated text. The errors are 
given by comparing the input sentences with the in Cantonese references. By 
applying all the rules, the error rate are reduced by 24.8%-25.9% in the case of 
3000 parallel sentences and 27.2%-28.9% in the case of 9000 parallel sentences. 
The performance improves with more parallel sentences available. 
Figure 4.5 and 4.6 indicate that the rule-learning method is robust to over-
training. The training curves and the validation curves show very similar trends, 
indicating that the rules obtained from the training data can be effectively 
applied to validation data. Another indication is that the validation curves 
only increase slowly after the minima are reached. 
The performance between the case of 3000 and 9000 parallel sentences are 
compared. It is found that increasing the amount of training sentence data 
helps improving the generalization power of the learnt rules. With 3000 parallel 
sentences, the error rate reduction on training data is greater than that of using 
9000 parallel sentences. However, the effectiveness to validation set shows an 
opposite trend. 
4.3.3 Analysis of the Rules 
The learnt rules from 9000 parallel sentences are analyzed. It is found that 
some rules are more effective than the others in terms of error reduction. The 
effectiveness of the rules is reflected by several significant drops in the learning 
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Figure 4.5: Learning curves errors in translated text in the case of 3000 parallel 
sentences. 
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Figure 4.6: Learning curves errors in translated text in the case of 9000 parallel 
sentences. 
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curves. These rules are found to be the commonly known differences between 
standard Chinese and Cantonese. Most of them replace standard Chinese terms 
with colloquial Cantonese terms. If the word order of Cantonese and the stan-
dard Chinese are the same, these rules can produce reasonably good translation 
results. Ten of these rules are listed in Figure 4.7. These effective rules are 
learnt in all different trials, but in different order. This suggests that they are 
less sensitive to the ordering of the rules. 
replace 的 to 卩既 if between CLASS8 and CLASS4 ... 
replace 在 to Df糸 if between CLASS3 and CLASS5 ... 
replace 禾口 to 同 if between CLASS8 and CLASS4 ... 
replace 是 to 係 if between CLASS6 and CLASS3 ... 
replace 與 to 同 if between CLASS8 and CLASS4 ... 
replace 他 to 佢 if between CLASS5 and CLASS?... 
replace 了 to 口左 if between CLASS3 and CLASS5 ... 
replace 她 to 佢 if between CLASS8 and CLASS4 ... 
replace 把 to 將 if between CLASS6 and CLASS3 ... 
replace 昨日 to 卩尋日 if between CLASS8 and CLASS4 ... 
Figure 4.7: Ten most efficient translation rules. 
Some of the learnt rules are less significant, contributing to only one or two 
error reduction. While some of them can produce quite reasonable translation, 
the others are less trivial. These rules are not learnt in every trial, suggesting 
that they are highly dependent on the contents of the training data, or the 
rules applied at an earlier stage. The rule order is very important for their 
effectiveness. There is no guarantee that these rules are always applicable to 
unseen text. Some examples are listed in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. 
While a complete translation of standard Chinese into written Cantonese 
usually can be achieved by applying one single rule, it is common that several 
rules are required for a complete translation. Figure 4.10 shows the process 
of translating standard Chinese 還是 into written Cantonese {中{糸 by applying 
Rule 39 and Rule 144 orderly. The order is critical for these rules. 
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replace 容許 to 界佢 if between CLASS9 and CLASS8 
replace 弓 1 致 to 搞到 if between CLASS5 and CLASS3 
replace 孩子 to 細路 if between CLASS7 and CLASS2 
replace 取 to 攞 if between CLASS5 and CLASS7 
Figure 4.8: Rules that are less significant but reasonable. 
replace 明天 to 地 if between CLASS8 and CLASSIO 
replace 逃 to n吾 if between CLASS8 and CLASS3 
replace 拒絕 to 邊 if between CLASS5 and CLASS3 
replace 佢 to 有冇 if between CLASS5 and CLASS9 
Figure 4.9: Rules that are less significant and non-trivial. 
4.4 Preparation of Training Data for Language 
Modeling 
The learnt rules are applied to a standard Chinese text corpus orderly to trans-
late the text data into written Cantonese. Further details of the translated 
text are presented in the next chapter. Post-processing are performed on the 
translated text to remove insertion errors caused by the translation. Figure 4.11 
shows some examples of insertion errors. 
The insertion errors are caused by the inadequate deletion rules. The num-
ber of deletion rules obtained is limited. Not all the insertion errors could be 
corrected by these rules. Since the deletion rules are applied at the end of 
the translation process, insertions that cannot be handled by these rules would 
remain in the translated text. 
The insertion errors are detected at word level. Mutual information as de-
fined below is used for the detection of insertion errors. 
释 = (4.2) 
The translated text are firstly segmented into words. For each word, mutual 
information between it and its neighbours are computed. Inserted words tend 
to have high mutual information with their neighours. The word pairs with high 
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Figure 4.10: An Example of applying two rules to translate a term into written 
Cantonese. 
mutual information are detected and examined manually. A total of 10,385 word 
pairs are found. The text data are then re-segmented after the insertion errors 









Figure 4.11: Examples of insertion errors and how they are corrected. 
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4.5 Discussion 
We have developed a rule-based translation algorithm for creating text data for 
Cantonese language modeling. We propose to use transformation-based learn-
ing to derive the rules automatically. The learnt rules are then applied to a 
segmented standard Chinese text corpus orderly to translate the text into Can-
tonese. After some pro-processing to remove undesirable insertion errors, the 
translated text can be used to train Cantonese language models. Performance 
evaluation shows that the rule learning process is robust to over-training. The 
generalization power of the translation rules can be improved by increasing the 
amount of parallel sentences. 
While the quality of the learnt rules are evaluated by cross validation, we do 
not evaluate the translated text directly. The translated text contains millions of 
characters. Manual inspection is simply infeasible. Instead, we try to evaluate 
the translated text indirectly by the trained language models, which will be 
presented in the next chapter. 
It should be noticed that this method is not a machine translation applica-
tion. Firstly, Cantonese is just a dialect of Chinese language. Secondly, only as 
small part of the text data are changed after the rules are applied. 
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Language Modeling for 
Cantonese 
In this chapter, the rules learnt from the rule-based translation method are ap-
plied to translate standard Chinese text data into Cantonese. Language models 
for formal Cantonese are built from the translated text. On the other hand, 
language models for colloquial Cantonese are built by language model adapta-
tion with colloquial Cantonese text data. Speech recognition experiments are 
performed to evaluate the performance of these language models. 
5.1 Training Data 
5.1.1 Text Corpora 
Two different text corpora are prepared for the development of langauge models 
for Cantonese. The first corpora is considered to be standard Chinese text. It 
was obtained from five local newspapers \ and contains 98 million Chinese 
characters. About 78% of the contents are local, international, financial and 
sports news. The sentences are segmented by a lexicon of 14,632 words by the 
Maximum Matching Method. This lexicon includes some characters that are 
specific to Cantonese. 
iThe five newspapers are Apple Daily, Ming Pao, Sing Tao Daily, Ta Kung Pao and Wi 
Wui Pao. 
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The second text corpus is regarded as colloquial Cantonese. It is collected 
from entertainment news, local magazines, newsgroups and online diaries on the 
Internet. It contains 6-million Chinese characters. Colloquial Cantonese terms 
are frequently used. The sentences are segmented by the same lexicon. 
5.1.2 Preparation of Formal Cantonese Text Data 
Training data for formal Cantonese language models are prepared by translating 
the standard Chinese text corpus into Cantonese with the learnt translation 
rules. 15 sets of translated text data are obtained from the 15 sets of rules as 
described in Section 4.3.1. Some examples of translated sentences are shown 
in Figure 5.1. The colloquial level of the translated text are evaluated by the 
percentage of colloquial Cantonese terms defined in Chapter 3. The average 
percentage of colloquial Cantonese terms ranges from 5.5% to 7.8%. Table 5.1 
gives a summary of the training text data. 
Text data for train- Total number of % of Colloquial Can-
ing characters tonese terms 
Standard Chinese 98M characters � 0 . 1 % 
Translated from 98M-
Formal Cantonese character standard Chi- 5.5%-7.8% 
nese text data 
Colloquial Cantonese 6M characters 16.8% 






Figure 5.1: Examples of translated sentences. 
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5.2 Training of Language Models 
Language models for three types of speech, namely standard Chinese, formal 
Cantonese and colloquial Cantonese are trained. The language models are stan-
dard Trigram models. Katz smoothing algorithm and back-off scheme are ap-
plied to all language models. 
5.2.1 Language Models for Standard Chinese 
Language models for standard Chinese, namely StdChi are trained from the 
original standard Chinese newspaper text data. The lexicon contains 14,632 
words, including those characters that are unique to colloquial Cantonese terms. 
5.2.2 Language Models for Formal Cantonese 
Language models for formal Cantonese are trained from the translated text 
data. As mentioned earlier, we have 15 sets of translated text produced from 
different rule sets and hence obtain 15 sets of language models. These language 
models are combined into five sets according to the number of parallel sentences 
for rules learning. Each set of combined language models is obtained from three 
language models learnt via different trials. The combination is done by linear 
interpolation with equal weights. They are listed in Table 5.2. 
The five sets of language models are further combined into one single set of 
language models by linear interpolation. This set of language models is denoted 
by FmlCanLM. The following formula is used for interpolation. 
P{W) = ]-Pti5{W) + ]rPT9{W) + iPrsW + ^PT3{W) 
2 4 8 16 (5.1) 
•^-^PriiW) 
P{.){W) is the probability of W in the perspective language models. The 
weights of the models are not optimized carefully. Models with better perfor-
mance simply have higher weights. 
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Name of Language Combined from three sets of language 
models models trained from 
Cantonese text data translated by rules obtained 
FmlCan-Tl 
from 1000 parallel sentences 
Cantonese text data translated by rules obtained 
FmlCan-T3 
from 3000 parallel sentences 
Cantonese text data translated by rules obtained 
FmlCan-T5 
from 1500 parallel sentences 
Cantonese text data translated by rules obtained 
FmlCan-T9 
from 9000 parallel sentences 
Cantonese text data translated by rules obtained 
FmlCan-T15 
from 15,000 parallel sentences 
Table 5.2: Summary of the combined language models for formal Cantonese 
5.2.3 Language models for Colloquial Cantonese 
The amount of colloquial Cantonese text data is very limited. CollCanLM 
is trained directly from the colloquial Cantonese text data. The lexicon con-
tains about 9000 words. CollCanLM is further linear interpolated with Fml-
CanLM as 
PintpiW) = (1 - X)Pcoll{W) + AP�ther(MO (5.2) 
where the interpolation weight A is determined by a set of holdout data. Pcoii{W) 
is the language model probability from CollCanLM and P o t h e r i s the lan-
guage model probability to be interpolated. 
The selection of the interpolation weights is based on performance evaluation 
in the next section. Table 5.3 gives the description of the interpolated language 
models. 
In addition to interpolating CollCanLM with formal Cantonese language 
models, the use of class-based language models is investigated. The lexicon are 
firstly divided into 1000 classes by the word exchange algorithm [55]. Then 
class-based language models are trained for colloquial Cantonese. The class-
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Name of Language 
Description 
models 
FmlCanLM interpolated to CollCanLM with 
CollCanIntp-0.1 
A = 0.1 
FmlCanLM interpolated to CollCanLM with 
CollCanIntp-0.5 
A = 0.5 
FmlCanLM interpolated to CollCanLM with 
CollCanIntp-0.85 
A = 0.85 
Table 5.3: Summary of the interpolated language models for colloquial Can-
tonese. 
based language models are then interpolated with the word-based CollCanLM. 
To facilitate the interpolation, the class-based language models are expanded 
into word-based langauge models. The entropy pruning method described in 
Section 2.5.5 is applied to control the model size. The interpolation weight is 
found to be 0.8 for Col lCanLM with the holdout data. This set of interpolated 
language models are referred as ClassCollCan. 
5.3 Evaluation of Language Models 
The language models are evaluated by measuring their character perplexities 
on given text data. The transcriptions of speech utterances in three Cantonese 
speech corpora provide text data for the evaluation. 
5.3.1 Speech Corpora for Evaluation 
• CUSENT 
CUSENT is a read-style speech corpus of Cantonese [48]. The speakers 
were asked to read prompted newspaper text. It is used to represent 
Cantonese speech with standard Chinese content. 
• H K B N 
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HKBN is a database of radio broadcast news. It contains recordings of 
evening news reports of Commercial Radio Hong Kong (CRHK) from 
September 1998 to June 1999. It is used to represent formal Cantonese. 
• CUMIX 
CUMIX is a database containing monolingual colloquial Cantonese and 
Cantonese-English code-mixing speech [10]. The spoken contents are 
mainly daily conversation or jargons used by university students in Hong 
Kong. The corpus contains two types of utterances. The first one is mono-
lingual colloquial Cantonese speech. Another one is code-mixing speech. 
The percentage of colloquial Cantonese terms in the transcription of these 
three speech corpora are given in Table 5.4. CUSENT has a negligible amount 
of colloquial Cantonese terms. 8% and 25% of texts in HKBN and CUMIX 
respectively are colloquial Cantonese terms. It is expected that the percentage 
of colloquial Cantonese terms in the training data for language models should 
be similar to that of the input speech. Apparently language models trained from 
standard Chinese data would not be suitable for colloquial speech in CUMIX. 
Corpus name CUSENT HKBN CUMIX 
Percentage of col-
loquial Cantonese � 0 . 0 % 8.1% 25.6% 
terms 
Table 5.4: Percentage of colloquial Cantonese terms in the three speech corpora. 
5.3.2 Perplexities of Formal Cantonese Language Models 
Language models from translated text are evaluated. Another set of language 
models that obtained by directly replacing standard Chinese terms into corre-
sponding colloquial Cantonese terms is used as the baseline. This set of language 
models is denoted by ReplaceLM. The results from standard Chinese language 
models StdChi are also included for comparison. The results are shown in Ta-
ble 5.5. 
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CUSENT HKBN CUMIX 
StdChi 133.9 261.5 1381.0 
ReplaceLM 156.6 97.58 404.3 
FmlCanLM 149.3 84.77 344.7 
Table 5.5: Character perplexities of FmlCanLM. 
Character perplexity on CUSENT test data by StdChi gives us a reference 
level of perplexity in a matched case. The value is 133.9 in our evaluation. 
Character perplexities on HKBN and CUMIX by FmlCanLM are much lower 
than those by StdChi, showing that FmlCanLM is more suitable to represent 
spoken Cantonese tasks. In terms of perplexity improvement on HKBN, Re-
placeLM is effective, but langauge models from translated text are even better. 
The perplexity of FmlCanLM is 4.68% lower than that of by ReplaceLM. 
For CUMIX, FmlCanLM also outperforms ReplaceLM by 14.7%. 
Character perplexities of FmlCanLM on HKBN are significantly lower than 
that of CUMIX. This suggests that language models from translated text are 
more suitable for formal Cantonese than colloquial Cantonese. 
The five formal Cantonese language models listed in Table 5.2 are also eval-
uated. The evaluation helps to study the effect of different rule sets. The results 
of character perplexities are listed in Table 5.6. 
FmlCan-
T 1 T 3 T 5 T 9 T 1 5 
CUMIX 442.4 419.2 384.4 382.5 370.1 
HKBN 96.86 94.46 89.92 89.67 88.41 
CUSENT 153.2 160.0 155.8 164.8 165.2 
Table 5.6: Character perplexities by language models trained from translated 
text. Tl, T3, T5, T9, T15 are formal Cantonese language models described in 
Table 5.2. 
It is noticed that the perplexities decrease with the increase of the num-
ber of parallel sentences for rule learning. Character perplexities are decreased 
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by 16.3% and 7.35% for CUMIX and HKBN respectively when the number of 
translation parallel sentences increases from 1000 to 15,000 for rule learning. 
Combining language models helps to improve perplexities. Character perplexi-
ties of FmlCanLM are 4.29% and 6.88% lower than FmlCan-T15 for HKBN 
and CUMIX respectively. 
5.3.3 Perplexities of Colloquial Cantonese Language 
Models 
The weight A for interpolating CollCanLM with FmlCanLM is determined 
first. Figure 5.2 shows the character perplexity on CUMIX and HKBN as a 
function of weight A. Character perplexities by interpolating CollCanLM with 
StdChi and ReplacedLM are also included for comparison. 
The language model interpolation weights in Figure 5.2 reveal that collo-
quial Cantonese in CUMIX and formal Cantonese in HKBN are very different, 
although they are both considered natural Cantonese speech. The optimal in-
terpolation weights are opposite to each other. Table 5.7 shows the character 
perplexities of the interpolated models with various weights. For HKBN, the 
weight on FmlCanLM is 0.85 but for CUMIX, it is only 0.1. 
For CUMIX, character perplexities do not show much difference among dif-
ferent interpolated models. Character perplexity is reduced from 132.8 to 127.6 
when interpolating with FmlCanLM, compared with 130.1 for StdChi. Al-
though perplexity reduction is small, interpolating FmlCanLM is preferred 
as it achieves the lowest perplexity for CUMIX corpus. For HKBN, interpo-
lating Col lCanLM with FmlCanLM shows a more significant improvement. 
When interpolating with CollCanLM, FmlCanLM outperforms StdChi sig-
nificantly for different values of A. The character perplexity reduces from 84.8 
to 80.4. 
The use of class-based language models can improve character perplexities 
slightly when compared with word-based models. Table 5.8 shows that the per-
plexities of CUSENT, HKBN and CUMIX test data by the class-based models 
and the word-based models. 
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Figure 5.2: Character perplexities on test data of CUMIX (Upper) and HKBN 
(lower) against interpolation weights X of various language models. 
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HKBN CUMIX 
A = 0.1 A = 0.5 A = 0.85 A = 0.1 A = 0.5 A = 0.85 
StdChi+ 144.7 109.2 113.6 130.1 155.8 245.1 
CollCanLM 
ReplacedLM+ 134.0 94.2 91.2 128.1 148.1 216.2 
CollCanLM 
FmlCanLM+ 129.6 87.3 80.4 127.6 146.3 207.5 
CollCanLM 
Table 5.7: Character perplexities of various language models interpolated with 
CollCanLM.入 is the interpolated weights on the language models. 
Language Mod- CUSENT HKBN CUMIX 
els 
CollCanLM 563.3 252.2 132.8 
ClassCollCan 528.7 238.1 129.1 
Table 5.8: Character perplexities by CollCanLM and ClassCollCan. 
5.4 Speech Recognition Experiments 
5.4.1 Speech Corpora 
Speech data from CUSENT, HKBN and CUMIX are used in the speech recogni-
tion experiments. The corpora provide the training data for acoustic modeling 
and the test utterances for performance evaluation. 
CUSENT represents Cantonese read speech with standard Chinese content. 
The corpus contains speech from 80 speakers and is gender-balanced, in which 
68 speakers are for training and 12 speakers are for evaluation. There are about 
20 hours of training data and 1.1 hours of test data. In this study, this corpus 
is used only for acoustic modeling. 
HKBN represents formal Cantonese speech. The corpus is used only for 
evaluation. It consists of 1.3 hour of speech from 14 speakers. 
CUMIX represents colloquial Cantonese speech. The corpus contains 74 
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speakers. Only the monolingual colloquial Cantonese speech of the corpus is 
used in the experiments. Speech from 60 speakers are used as training data for 
the acoustic models. Speech from the other 14 speakers are used as test data. 
There are about 10 hours of training data and 1.25 hours of test data. Since 
the content is close to their daily conversation, the speakers tend to speak freely 
and naturally although they are reading prompted text during recording. 
5.4.2 Experimental Setup 
LVCSR experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of language 
models. HVite in HTK Hidden Markov Model Toolkit pO] is used for decoding 
in all experiments. 
The acoustic models are triphone hidden Markov models. It is based on 
the Initial-Final structure of Cantonese syllables. The acoustic feature vector 
consists of 12 MFCC coefficients, log energy and their first and second-order 
derivatives. Each state in the HMM models has 16 Gaussian mixtures. The 
acoustic models are trained from both CUMIX and CUSENT training data, 
with a total of about 30 hours of training data from 128 speakers. The phoneme 
accuracy on CUSENT and CUMIX test data is 88.3% and 78.1% respectively. 
It is expected that this set of models is suitable for both formal and colloquial 
Cantonese speech. 
A two-pass algorithm is used for decoding. The first-pass generates word 
lattices by Viterbi decoding with the triphone models and a finite-state network. 
The finite-state network is expanded from bigram language models. In the 
second-pass, the word lattices are re-scored with trigram language models to 
produce the best output word sequence. Figure 5.3 shows a flow diagram of 
this recognition system. 
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Speech . k M F C C _ ^ viterbi , ~ \ Word , n ,——N Word 
w a v e f o r m 0 / e a t u ? •=；> Decoder Lattice ^ Rescomg 0 Q ^ u t 
Extraction 
Tri-phone _ . ‘. Bi-gram Tri-gram 
* i. Pronunciation . ^ , Acoustic � . Language Language 
Model Dictionary Model ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Figure 5.3: Flow diagram of the LVCSR system used in experiments. 
5.4.3 Results on Formal Cantonese Models 
The formal Cantonese language models trained from translated text are eval-
uated with test data from HKBN and CUMIX. Test data from a male and a 
female speakers are reserved as development data to determine the language 
model scaling factor 7 in LVCSR. 
The test data are firstly evaluated by the combined formal Cantonese models 
FmlCanLM. Speech recognition results from ReplaceLM are used as the 
baseline in the experiments. StdChi is included for comparison. The results are 
listed in Table 5.9. The recognition results are measured in terms of Character 
error rate (CER). 
Language HKBN CUMIX 
Models dev test dev test 
StdChi 29.4 29.9 40.7 41.3 
ReplaceLM 26.9 27.4 35.5 35.1 
FmlCanLM 21.3 22.6 33.8 32.3 
Table 5.9: CERs (%) by FmlCanLM 
FmlCanLM outperforms StdChi and ReplaceLM in both HKBN and 
CUMIX tasks. For HKBN, the improvement is significant. The CERs are re-
duced by 7.3% and 4.8% when compared with StdChi and ReplaceLM respec-
tively. For CUMIX, the CERs are reduced by 9.0% and 2.8% when compared 
with StdChi and ReplaceLM respectively. 
The five language models listed in 5.2 are then evaluated. Their recognition 
results are listed in Table 5.10. 
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Language HKBN CUMIX 
Models dev test dev test 
FmlCan-Tl 23.1 24.5 36.6 34.6 
FmlCan-T3 22.4 24.0 35.7 34.5 
FmlCan-T5 21.7 23.9 33.9 34.6 
FmlCan-T9 21.4 23.5 35.1 33.6 
FmlCan-T15 22.0 23.3 35.4 33.4 
Table 5.10: CERs(%) by language models trained from translated texts in Table 
5.2. 
For HKBN test data, language models trained by translated text always 
outperform ReplaceLM. This is in line with the perplexity results in Table 
5.6. When the translation parallel sentences increases from 1000 to 15000, CER 
is reduced by absolute 1.2%. FmlCanLM, the combined model, outperforms 
FmlCan-T15 further by 0.7% of CER. 
The error rate reduction for CUMIX test data is less significant. When the 
number of translation parallel sentences increases from 1000 to 5000, there is no 
significant reduction of error rate. The CERs are only 0.4% or 0.5% lower than 
ReplaceLM. More noticeable improvement is only observed when FmlCan-
T9 is used. There is a 1.0 % absolute improvement of CER when compared 
with FmlCan-T5. In this task, FmlCanLM performs significantly better 
than FmlCan-T15, with 1.1% additional reduction of CER to 32.2%. 
5.4.4 Results on Colloquial Cantonese Models 
Language Models from Colloquial Cantonese Data 
The performance of language models for colloquial Cantonese are evaluated. 
Table 5.11 shows the recognition results on CUMIX and HKBN test data with 
Col lCanLM and ClassCollCan. 
For formal Cantonese HKBN, the recognition performance of CollCanLM 
is significantly poorer than that of FmlCanLM. A CER of 37.5% is obtained by 
using Col lCanLM, a degradation of 14.7% when compared with FmlCanLM. 
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The result is even poorer than that of using StdChi. 
HKBN II CUMIX 
Language Model 
dev test dev test 
CollCanLM 37.3 37.5 20.9 23.1 
ClassCollCan 38.2 37.4 20.9 23.0 
Table 5.11: CERs (%) by class-based language models. 
Col lCanLM is more suitable for colloquial Cantonese CUMIX. Coll-
CanLM outperforms FmlCanLM significantly. CER of 23.1% is achieved by 
Col lCanLM on CUMIX task, which is 9.2% lower than that of FmlCanLM. 
Class-based ClassCollCan slightly improves the recognition results of both 
CUMIX and HKBN . CERs are reduced by 0.1% from 23.1% to 23.0% for 
CUMIX and from 37.5% to 37.4% for HKBN respectively. 
Interpolated Language Models 
Three interpolated models CollCanIntp-0.1, CollCanIntp-0.5 and 
CollCanIntp-0.85 are evaluated. The recognition results are given in 
Table 5.12. CERs of both CUMIX and HKBN corpora are reduced by the 
interpolated language models. For CUMIX, CER is reduced by absolute 
0.6% to 22.5% with the weight of 0.1 on FmlCanLM. For HKBN, the CER 
is reduced by absolute 0.2% to 22.4% with the weight of 0.85. CERs are 
significantly increased by absolute 3.9% and absolute 3.8% for CUMIX and 
HKBN respectively if the weights are reversed. 
The performance of the language models are more balanced for both formal 
Cantonese and colloquial Cantonese tasks when the interpolation weight is set 
to 0.5. The average CER for CUMIX and HKBN takes the minimum. The 
CERs are lower than 25% for both HKBN and CUMIX tasks. 
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II HKBN CUMIX 
Language Models 
dev test dev test 
CollCanIntp-0.1 25.0 27.4 20.8 22.5 
CollCanIntp-0.5 19.2 22.7 22.4 24.2 
CollCanIntp-0.85 18.6 22.4 26.9 27.0 
Table 5.12: CERs (%) by the language models trained by interpolating Coll-
CanLM and FmlCanLM with various weights. 
5.5 Analysis of Results 
We analyze the error rates for the colloquial Cantonese terms and standard Chi-
nese words separately. The results are shown in Table 5.13. The performance 
improvements on both HKBN and CUMIX are due to the improved recognition 
on colloquial Cantonese terms. With FmlCanLM, the accuracies of the col-
loquial Cantonese terms improve significantly. Although colloquial Cantonese 
terms are included in the lexicon of StdChi, these terms are unlikely to ap-
pear in standard Chinese text. The probabilities on these terms are very low. 
The improvement is further enhanced by using the interpolated language mod-
els. Since many colloquial Cantonese terms are function words that are used to 
connect standard Chinese words in the sentences, improving the recognition of 
colloquial Cantonese terms would also help the recognition of standard Chinese 
terms. 
HKBN CUMIX 
Language Models sc cc sc cc 
StdChi 25.4 71.0 37.8 57.1 
FmlCanLM 21.3 28.2 34.9 36.3 
CollCanIntp-0.5 21.4 25.2 27.9 22.6 
Table 5.13: Error rates (%) for Cantonese terms (CC) and standard Chinese 
words (SC). 
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5.6 Discussion 
5.6.1 Cantonese Language Modeling 
The recognition results show that language models with lower character perplex-
ity generally can achieve better speech recognition performance. The results on 
HKBN have demonstrated the effectiveness of the rule-based translation method 
in modeling formal Cantonese speech. The training data of FmlCanLM, Re-
placeLM and StdChi in fact come from the same text source. The perfor-
mance of FmlCanLM is the best. Recognition results show that FmlCanLM 
outperforms StdChi and ReplaceLM by 7.3% and 4.8% respectively on HKBN 
corpus. By either increasing the amount of parallel sentences for rule learning 
or repeating the rule learning process for more rule sets, the recognition results 
improve consistently. 
For CUMIX, FmlCanLM still outperforms StdChi significantly in terms 
of speech recognition accuracy. For individual models in Table 5.2，significant 
improvement is observed only when the rules are trained with a large number 
of parallel sentences. Domain mismatch is the main reason for the degraded 
performance. CUMIX is a corpus of daily conversation speech, but the training 
text for FmlCanLM are news stories. Insufficient number of parallel sentences 
of standard Chinese and written Cantonese gives another reason. Many useful 
rules could not be captured by the translation method. 
Although language models from colloquial Cantonese data can improve the 
recognition results effectively, the rule-based translation method is useful when 
the training data are really limited. CollCanIntp-0.5 can reduce the CER 
by 17.1% by adapting CollCanLM trained from 6-million characters, but 9% 
CER reduction is achieved by just using training data of 15000 sentences or 
200,000 characters. 
5.6.2 Interpolated Language Models 
FmlCanLM and CollCanLM are two language models for different domains. 
We combine them into single set of language models by linear interpolation. 
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By choosing proper interpolation weights, we can optimize the perplexity and 
recognition accuracy in one domain, but at the same time worsen its perfor-
mance in another domain. In practical applications, the domain of the input 
utterances is unknown, a wider coverage of different domains is desired. For 
Cantonese language modeling, rather than favouring either formal Cantonese 
or colloquial Cantonese, we choose to weight them equally. Although CERs are 
not the lowest for individual tasks, the average performance is the best. 
5.6.3 Class-based Language Models 
Class-based language models can improve the recognition results of LVCSR 
slightly when they are interpolated with word-based language models. When 
ClassCollCan is used for recognition, there are small reduction of CER by 
0.1% for both formal Cantonese and colloquial Cantonese. As improvement is 
observed, ClassCollCan is more preferable than word-based CollCanLM. 
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Towards Language Modeling of 
Code-mixing Speech 
In this chapter, language modeling of Cantonese-English code-mixing speech 
is investigated. We start at collecting training data from the Internet. The 
lexicon is extended to include English words. The models are then evaluated in 
recognition of code-mixing speech utterances. 
6.1 Data Collection 
Language modeling requires a large amount of training text data, but the pub-
lished media are still dominated by standard Chinese text. Previous chapter 
shows that the rule-based translation method can handle the data sparsity prob-
lem of formal Cantonese language modeling, and it is better to use colloquial 
Cantonese text data for colloquial Cantonese language modeling. 
Cantonese-English code-mixing speech is common in daily conversation in 
Hong Kong. The data sparsity problem of code-mixing language modeling is 
more serious than colloquial Cantonese. The lexicon size is increased by in-
cluding English words. There are no unique patterns of code-mixing utterances 
as the choice of language and words is subject to the speakers' personal word 
inventory. Yet, without any data, one would be hard to carry on the research 
of language modeling of code-mixing speech. 
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Researchers have been now gaining interest in making use of the World Wide 
Web to improve language models [85, 58, 71]. The techniques include adjusting 
the N-gram counts according to the results returned by search engines [85], 
topic-based models from filtered web-data [58] or using search models to select 
the suitable data [71]. 
6.1.1 Data Collection 
Our aim is to collect code-mixing colloquial Cantonese training text data from 
the Internet. Search engines are very useful in gathering large amount of data. 
A set of queries is required to define before utilizing the search engines. Table 
6.1 lists the Cantonese characters and English words selected as the keywords 
of query data. 
Cantonese D 的 _ 嚼 哮 親 呢 嗰 唔 佢 你 我 
English cheap printer sales student discount test result source 
ignore junior year van account center accept back-
ground 
Table 6.1: Keywords for collecting code-mixing training data. 
For each trial of searching, one Cantonese character and one English word 
are combined to form a search query. The search query is submitted to the 
search engines. The search engines return the hyperlink of the webpages in 
which contain the query. The content of the webpages are then collected by a 
web crawler called JWebPro [60]. A total of 200 queries are submitted for the 
data collection. Only webpages encoded in Traditional Chinese are returned for 
each query. The number of returned links per query are limited to 1000. It is 
found that most of the links came from threads of discussion boards and blogs. 
Texts are extracted from the webpages by Regular Expression [19]. They are 
organized in sentences. 
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6.1.2 Filtering of Collected Data 
Longest common subsequence (LCS) [4] is used for the detection of repetition 
inside the text data. The collected text data are organized in sentences and 
divided to several trunks. The length of LCS between the current sentence 
and the other sentences within the same trunk are computed. If a sentence is 
the repetition of the others within the trunk, the ratio of the LCS length to 
the length of the shorter sentence would be high. The shorter sentence is then 
removed. In this setup, the ratio is set to be 0.75. 
The text data are further filtered such that only those sentences containing 
colloquial Cantonese terms are retained. Table 6.2 shows a list of colloquial 
Cantonese terms and standard Chinese terms selected for the filter. If a sentence 
contains any one of colloquial Cantonese terms, it is preserved. Then for the 
remaining sentences, they are removed from the training data if they contains 
words which are only used in standard Chinese. In this thesis, a text corpus 
containing about 31 million Chinese characters and 2.6 million English words 
is collected by this method. The corpus is used as the training data for code-
mixing language models. 
Colloquial 唔 係 概 卩 的 卩 左 啦 架 呢 嚼 有 同 咩 _ 幾 啦 嚷 俾 嗰 
Cantonese 話 蹄 D 係 咪 嚼 仲 搵 晒 囉 _ 呀 誌 口 丫 埋 搞 咋 紋 晝 
暗 据 瞓 嘣 攞 倦 怜 舊 翅 m D 力 呃 唔 穌 掛 吓 啫 
standard 的 們 那 這 哪 在 不 是 了 些 他 她 
Chinese 
Table 6.2: Selected colloquial Cantonese terms and standard Chinese terms for 
text filtering. 
6.1.3 Processing of Collected Data 
The training data are segmented with a bilingual lexicon. The lexicon contains 
10k Chinese or Cantonese terms and 1.2k English items. The lexicon contains 
English words that are frequently found in code-mixing speech. Most of the 
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words in the lexicon can be covered by the collected training data, although the 
search queries are only formed from a few keywords. For those English words 
that are not included in the lexicon but appeared in collected data, they are 
mapped to one class representing the English out-of-vocabulary (OOV). After 
segmentation, the training data are ready for language model training. 
6.2 Clustering of Chinese and English Words 
In order to handle the severe data sparsity problem in code-mixing language 
modeling, the words in lexicon are clustered. The word exchange algorithm is 
used for clustering. In this clustering process, Chinese and English words are 
not distinguished. A class can contain both Chinese and English words. The 
number of classes is fixed at 1000. Some examples of the classes are described 
in Table 6.3. 
There are three types of classes. Two of them are monolingual classes which 
contain either Chinese terms or English words. The third type of class, which 
we are more interested in, contains both Chinese and English words in the same 
class. We refer this type of class as "code-mixing" class. In a code-mixing 
class, Chinese and English words which have similar linguistic function are 
grouped together. The emerging of code-mixing class indicates the "linguistic 
convergent" stated by Li [50]. As we will see it later, "Code-mixing" classes 
help the data sparsity problem by estimating the unseen code-mixing N-gram 
with the seen monolingual N-grams. 
6.3 Language Modeling for Code-mixing 
Speech 
6.3.1 Language Models from Collected Data 
English words are used naturally in Cantonese-English code-mixing speech. It 
is assumed that the Cantonese and English words can be treated as if they were 
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Class ID Categories Examples 
91 School 中學 /大專 /大學 /國中 /小學 /業界 /誕 /學 
院/恒/中小/陌/武漢/衍/皖/名學 
132 Feeling 累 /遠 /熱情 /興奮 /緊張 /爐脑 /失望 /慘 /順 
利/D力/吸引/認真/悶/矛盾/翅/瘀relax 
285 Connective hopefully畢竟/而且/但是/雖然/幸好/據說 
354 Result 確認/成功/完成/分開/失敗/批准/決定offline 
放棄/出事/破產/拒絕/襲擊/辭職/掛牌/退休 
474 Action register take out work support up cool pass pub-
lish off close submit buy enjoy professional 
565 Description 正常/簡單/靈活/合理surprise重要/出色/危 
險/熟悉/清晰/受歡迎efficient 
694 Response 要求/邀請/影響/協助/平衡/支持/存在/認 
同/認識/享受/重視/威脅/批評/攻擊/允許/保 
障/照顧 
779 Understanding 承認/發現/知道/想到/發覺/明白/容許expect 
criticize 
888 Communication send mail add email contact forward pm warn-
ing fax sponsor extend 
998 Negative feeling 賤/衰/蠢 hurt cheap fit sexy 頹 
Table 6.3: Some examples of word classes 
from the same language. Cantonese and English words are not distinguished 
during langauge modeling. The design and implementation of the code-mixing 
language models are nearly the same as the monolingual models in the previous 
chapter. The only difference is that English words are included in the lexicon. 
Two sets of word-based code-mixing language models are built from the 
training data. They are referred as code-mixing because an N-gram entry may 
contain both Cantonese and English words. The first set of models is built from 
the entire text database from the Internet. It is referred to as MixedENG. 
For the other set of language models, referred as MixedENGFil, the training 
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data are trimmed such that only sentences containing English words are used. 
Table 6.4 shows the unigram probabilities of Cantonese and the English words 
after excluding the probabilities of content cues. 
Percentage of Percentage of 
Chinese terms English words 
MixedENG 95.4 4.6 
MixedENGFil 91.4 8.6 
Table 6.4: Percentage of Chinese and the English words in MixedENG and 
MixedENGFil. 
The percentage of English text data is increased after the monolingual col-
loquial Cantonese sentences are filtered, yet the proportion of English words 
is still low. In code-mixing utterances, most of the words are Cantonese, and 
typically only one or two words are spoken in English. The current proportion 
is reasonable. 
6.3.2 Class-based Language Models 
Class-based code-mixing language models are trained according to the class map 
from the clustering process. The class-based code-mixing language models are 
then interpolated with the word-based language models MixedENG with the 
weight of 0.5. This set of models is referred as ClassMixedENG. 
ClassMixedENG is further interpolated with ClassCollCan of the previ-
ous chapter, the class-based model from 6-million colloquial Cantonese training 
data, to improve the recognition accuracy of colloquial Cantonese. The in-
terpolation weight is set to 0.5. This set of language models is referred as 
ClassCanMixed. Table 6.5 shows a summary for the code-mixing language 
models. 
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MixedENG All training data collected from the Internet. 
Trimmed training data, only sentences contain-
MixedENGFil 
ing English words are used. 
Class-based code-mixing language models inter-
ClassMixedENG polated with MixedENG, with the weight of 
0.5. 
ClassMixedENG interpolated with Class-
ClassCanMixed 
MixedENG, with the weight of 0.5. 
Table 6.5: Summary of code-mixing language models. 
6.3.3 Performance Evaluation of Code-mixing Language 
Models 
The performance of code-mixing language models are evaluated on both mono-
lingual Cantonese and code-mixing speech. Monolingual Cantonese is used be-
cause it is inappropriate to assume that an utterance must contain English 
words. 
For Monolingual Cantonese Speech 
Character perplexity is used as performance index for monolingual Cantonese 
speech. Perplexities on CUMIX and HKBN monolingual text data are shown 
in Table 6.6. 
The results in Table 6.6 support that the Internet is a promising source for 
collecting colloquial Cantonese training data. With a proper filtering method 
and a bit of time ,^ a significant amount of text data that are suitable for col-
loquial Cantonese language modeling can be collected. Character perplexities 
on CUMIX monolingual data by code-mixing language models are among the 
lowest in this thesis. Class-based language models help to improve the per-
mit took about 3 weeks to collect this amount of training data. 
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plexity significantly. Character perplexity is reduced by relatively 20.7% by 
ClassMixedENG. 
CUMIX monolingual HKBN monolingual 
MixedENG 187.3 591.1 
MixedENGFil 216.8 824.1 
ClassMixedENG 148.4 383.6 
ClassCanMixed 110.6 217.1 
Table 6.6: Character perplexities of code-mixing languages for CUMIX and 
HKBN monolingual Cantonese data. 
When ClassMixedENG is interpolated with ClassCollCan to become 
ClassCanMixed, the character perplexity is reduced by 14.9% relatively to 
110.6, when compared with that of ClassCollCan. It is believed that the im-
provement is mainly due to the increase of training data from the Internet. For 
MixedENGFil, the perplexity is increased by relatively 15.8%. The increase 
of the perplexity is expected since the amount of training data are reduced after 
the removal of training sentences without English words. 
The performance of the code-mixing language models on formal Cantonese 
HKBN data is much poorer, as we expect. Although the use of class-based 
language models and interpolation of ClassCollCan help reducing character 
perplexities, character perplexities are still much higher than the best result 
obtained by the rule-based translation method. 
For Code-mixing Speech 
Character perplexity is not a good performance indicator for code-mixing text 
data. English alphabets do not represent complete meanings and the word 
boundaries of Chinese are not well defined. Character perplexity is not appli-
cable to English words but word perplexity of Chinese is ambiguous. Neverthe-
less, as long as the lexicon is unchanged and the same segmentation method is 
applied, word perplexity is still comparable among different language models. 
CUMIX code-mixing data are used for evaluation of the code-mixing language 
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models. The word perplexities according to the same lexicon are listed in Table 
6.7. 





Table 6.7: Character perplexities of code-mixing language models for CUMIX 
code-mixing data. 
In the code-mixing case, the class-based language models ClassMixedENG 
outperforms MixedENG in terms of perplexity. There is a perplexity reduction 
from 283.6 to 220.3. The perplexity is further reduced to 186.0 when Class-
CanMixed is used. If MixedENGFil is used, the perplexity is increased by 
4.1% compared with MixedENG. As standard Chinese and colloquial Can-
tonese terms are dominant in code-mixing utterances, the perplexity measure-
ment may be overwhelmed by the Chinese terms. Perplexity only gives limited 
information on the performance of language models on code-mixing utterances. 
6.4 Speech Recognition Experiments with 
Code-mixing Language Models 
6.4.1 Experimental Setup 
The decoder configuration is basically the same as the monolingual Cantonese 
case. In the first pass, the input speech is decoded by triphone acoustic mod-
els and bigram language models to produce a word-lattice. The word-lattice is 
then re-scored by trigram language models to obtain the most probable tran-
scription. Each acoustic feature vector consists of 12 MFCC coefficients, log 
energy and their first and second-order derivatives. The main difference is that 
for monolingual Cantonese case, the acoustic models based on IPA phoneme 
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set are used in additions to the language dependent IF-based acoustic mod-
els. This set of acoustic models are said to be language independent because 
some phonemes are shared among Cantonese and English pronunciations. The 
language independent acoustic models are trained by 40 hours of training data 
from CUSENT, CUMIX code-mixing speech and native English speech corpus 
TIMIT [22]. For code-mixing utterances, only the language independent acous-
tic models are used. 
6.4.2 Monolingual Cantonese Recognition 
Using IF-based acoustic models 
The performance of code-mixing language models on monolingual Cantonese 
is evaluated. The same CUMIX and HKBN monolingual data as in Chapter 
4 are used for the evaluation. The language-dependent IF-based monolingual 
Cantonese acoustic models are used in this task. This task helps to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the training data collected from the Internet. Table 6.8 
has listed the recognition results on colloquial Cantonese CUMIX and formal 
Cantonese HKBN. 
HKBN CUMIX 
dev test dev test 
MixedENG 48.9 45.8 19.4 22.9 
MixedENGFil 53.1 49.7 21.1 23.7 
ClassMixedENG 48.0 45.2 19.8 23.2 
ClassCanMixed 39.5 38.2 18.0 20.6 1 
Table 6.8: CERs (%) of HKBN and CUMIX monolingual data by code-mixing 
language models and language dependent acoustic models. 
The code-mixing language models trained from the web data improve the 
recognition of monolingual colloquial Cantonese. The lowest CER obtained here 
is 20.6%, a 9.3% relative reduction when compared with the best results in the 
previous chapter. Using class-based ClassMixedENG does not improve the 
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recognition performance at this time, despite the reduction of the perplexity. 
CER on CUMIX test data even slightly increases by ClassMixedENG. The 
CERs on formal Cantonese speech are much higher. They are doubled when the 
results are compared with those obtained by the rule-based translation method. 
Using IPA-based acoustic models 
The experiments are now performed with language-independent IPA-based 
acoustic models. Pronunciations of English words are included in the dictionary. 
This setup is multilingual and hence can be used for recognizing code-mixing 
speech. It helps to evaluate the effect on recognizing monolingual speech with 
a multilingual code-mixing recognizer. Since code-mixing is usually occurred in 
more colloquial case, only CUMIX test data are evaluated in the experiment. 
Table 6.9 has listed the CER on CUMIX monolingual data. The substitution 
errors (sub), insertion errors (Del) and deletion errors (Ins) are also included. 
CER Sub Del Ins 
dev test dev test dev test dev test 
MixedENG 21.4 24.9 18.7 21.6 1.88 2.37 0.76 0.89 
MixedENGFil 22.9 25.8 20.2 22.4 2.06 2.47 0.63 0.93 
ClassMixedENG 20.9 25.1 18.6 21.8 1.75 2.45 0.63 0.86 
ClassCanMixed 18.6 22.7 16.1 19.4 1.93 2.49 0.59 0.77 
Table 6.9: CERs (%) of code-mixing language models and language independent 
acoustic models for CUMIX monolingual data. 
Using the language dependent acoustic models as the baseline, the language 
independent acoustic models degrade the recognition performance by about ab-
solute 2% for all the code-mixing language models. The degradation is expected 
as IPA-based units do not model some language-specific acoustic properties [41 • 
For a baseline CER of around 20%, a 2% degradation is still acceptable. 
Adjustment of insertion penalty for code-mixing speech recognition is re-
quired as English words usually have more syllables than Chinese terms. The 
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monolingual CUMIX test data is recognized again with the adjusted insertion 
penalty. In code-mixing recognition, the adjustment of insertion penalty favours 
the recognition of English words as it reduces the insertions of shorter Chinese 
terms. This adjustment however is less favour to the recognition of Chinese 
terms as several Chinese characters may be recognized as one English words. 
The recognition results are shown in Table 6.10. CERs are further degraded 
when they are compared with the results in Table 6.9. 
CER Sub Del Ins 
dev test dev test dev test dev test 
MixedENG 22.8 26.7 19.6 23.0 2.51 3.06 0.68 0.70 
MixedENGFil 24.3 27.6 20.9 23.6 1.39 2.74 0.59 0.74 
ClassMixedENG 24.4 27.9 21.3 23.9 2.60 3.36 0.54 0.73 
ClassCanMixed 22.6 25.9 19.5 22.0 2.56 3.24 0.54 0.70 
Table 6.10: CERs (%) of code-mixing language models and language independent 
acoustic models for CUMIX monolingual data, with insertion penalty adjusted. 
6.4.3 Code-mixing Speech Recognition 
Recognition experiments are performed with code-mixing test data in CUMIX. 
The utterances are recorded from the same 14 speakers as the monolingual 
speech. The total length of speech data is about 1.7 hours. The data from two 
speakers are used as development data for adjusting language model weights. 
Character error rate is extended to become Overall error rate (OER) by using 
"word" as a unit for evaluating English recognition errors and "character" for 
Chinese recognition errors. Table 6.11 shows the OERs of the code-mixing 
speech recognition. 
The recognition results for code-mixing utterances are much poorer than the 
monolingual case if OER is used as the evaluation criteria. However, OER has 
overwhelmed the error due to wrong recognition of the languages. In Chinese 
speech recognition, "character" is the simplest contextual unit for the perfor-
mance evaluation. For English, it is "word" as the simplest unit. A character is 
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Overall Sub Del Ins 
Language Model 
dev test dev test dev test dev test 
MixedENG 33.3 37.6 26.4 29.6 1.66 2.54 5.17 5.51 
MixedENGFil 33.6 37.5 26.8 29.6 1.67 2.45 5.10 5.44 
ClassMixedENG 34.9 38.6 27.5 30.5 1.87 2.58 5.53 5.51 
ClassCanMixed 33.2 38.6 26.0 30.2 2.02 2.70 5.21 5.78 
Table 6.11: OERs (%) of code-mixing language models and language indepen-
dent acoustic models for CUMIX code-mixing data. 
monosyllabic in Chinese but a word can be multi-syllabic in English. When a 
multi-syllabic English word is wrongly recognized as Chinese characters, there 
are insertion errors in addition to a substitution error. In contrast, if several 
Chinese characters are replaced by a multi-syllabic English word, there are dele-
tion errors in addition to a substitution error. 
By comparing Table 6.10 and Table 6.11, it is shown that deletion errors in 
code-mixing speech are of the same level as in monolingual Cantonese speech, 
but there are significantly more insertion errors for code-mixing speech. It is 
found that the insertion errors are mainly due to wrong recognition of English 
words into Chinese characters. Wrong recognition of Chinese characters into 
English words is not common in the experiments. As there are few insertion 
errors in monolingual Cantonese case, the recognition results would be repre-
sentative if the "correctness" metric, which excludes insertion errors, is used. 
The recognition results in terms of correctness for Chinese items in code-mixing 
speech are compared with those in monolingual Cantonese cases after the in-
sertion penalty adjustment. The correctness results for English words are also 
included. The results are listed in Table 6.12. 
The results show that the overall recognition accuracy of code-mixing speech 
is dominated by the recognition accuracy of Chinese terms. The recognition per-
formance for Chinese terms inside the code-mixing utterances are degraded, but 
they are still comparable to monolingual Cantonese case, if the insertion errors 
are ignored. A significant performance gap between the correctness of Chi-
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Mono. Can CM. Can CM. Eng 
Language Model 
dev test dev test dev test 
MixedENG 77.9 74.0 78.1 73.0 23.2 24.2 
MixedENGFil 76.3 73.2 77.2 72.7 26.3 26.0 
ClassMixedENG 76.1 72.8 76.9 72.0 22.9 23.3 
ClassCanMixed 77.9 74.8 78.9 73.1 21.6 19.2 
Table 6.12: Results of CUMIX monolingual and code-mixing data in correctness 
(%). Mono. Can represents monolingual Cantonese. CM. Can and CM. 
Eng represent Cantonese and English in code-mixing utterances respectively. 
nese terms and English words is observed. The correctness of English words is 
very low, as there are many deletion errors due to the mis-recognition of English 
words into Chinese words. The recognition performance on the code-mixing case 
are not at the same trend as the perplexities by language models. MixedENG 
and MixedENGFi l both have higher perplexities and higher CERs in monolin-
gual Cantonese task, but they perform significantly better than other language 
models in code-mixing case. The recognition performance of ClassMixedENG 
is disappointed as the models cannot achieve better recognition accuracy than 
MixedENG. ClassCanMixed achieves the lowest CER in monolingual Can-
tonese task, but the OER is the highest in code-mixing case. Although in 
code-mixing case, the correctness of Chinese terms is the highest by Class-
CanMixed, the correctness of English words is the lowest. In contrast, the use 
of MixedENGFil slightly degrades the correctness of Cantonese terms, but 
improves the correctness of English words in code-mixing speech recognition, 
resulting a small reduction of OER. 
6.5 Discussion 
6.5.1 Data Collection from the Internet 
The Internet is a promising source of colloquial Cantonese text data for lan-
guage modeling of colloquial Cantonese speech. This has been verified by the 
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improvement on the recognition of monolingual Cantonese test data. 
In our work, the colloquial Cantonese and code-mixing text data come 
mainly from discussion boards and blogs. They are usually about leisure-life 
topics and thus may not be suitable to model formal Cantonese speech in which 
the register is more serious. The poor recognition results for HKBN have in-
dicated this domain mismatch problem. The rule-based translation method in 
Chapter 4 provides better solution for language modeling for this task. 
6.5.2 Speech Recognition of Code-mixing Speech 
Language models for code-mixing speech are built from the code-mixing text 
data collected from the Internet. In the experiments, the language models are 
built using the conventional method the same as the monolingual case. Code-
mixing test speech are decoded by language independent acoustic models and 
the code-mixing language models with conventional method. The overall results 
are unsatisfactory although the evaluation metric is ambiguous in code-mixing 
case. The recognition accuracies on Chinese terms and English words are trade-
off. When compared with MixedENG, some language models improve the 
recognition of colloquial Cantonese terms but further degrade the recognition 
of English words. The others improve the recognition of English words, but 
slightly degrade the recognition of Cantonese terms. 
While the correctness of the Cantonese content is comparable to the mono-
lingual case, the correctness of English content is very poor. It is suspected that 
the poor recognition of English words may be due to the poor acoustic mod-
els. It is observed that many English words are wrongly recognized as Chinese 
terms. The English words spoken in the utterances are heavily accented. The 
use of language models from trimmed training data improves the recognition of 
English words slightly, but the recognition of English words in the code-mixing 
utterances is still far from satisfactory. 
It would be debatable whether the current assumption of Cantonese terms 
and English words are originated from a single language in code-mixing utter-
ances is valid. Under this assumption, language independent acoustic models 
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are sufficient for the speech recognition task. This assumption also helps to fit 
the recognition of code-mixing speech to the current conventional framework 
seamlessly, but has ignored the fact that Cantonese and English are different 
languages from different language families. Some language dependent features 
are not modeled by the IPA-based language independent acoustic models. If 
code-mixing speech is considered as a combination of two languages, the charac-
teristics of the individual language may be useful for recognizing the language 
identity and hence the word sequence of the code-mixing speech. However, 
modification of the current design of the speech decoder may be required. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
7.1.1 Rule-based Translation Method 
In this research, the problem of language modeling for Cantonese speech recogni-
tion has been investigated. Language models have been developed for Cantonese 
speech recognition. Recognition experiments have been performed to evaluate 
the performance of these models. The significance of our work is that the lan-
guage models can effectively handle spoken Cantonese speech as being used in 
real-world scenarios. 
Spoken Cantonese is classified into two types in this work, colloquial Can-
tonese in casual conversation and formal Cantonese used in official occasions. A 
rule-based translation method is proposed to deal with the problem of insuffi-
cient training data. A small parallel corpus is prepared by manually translating 
the standard Chinese text data into Cantonese text data. Rules for translation 
are learnt automatically from the parallel corpus through transformation-based 
learning. The learnt rules are then applied to translate a large standard Chi-
nese corpus into Cantonese. Formal Cantonese language models are trained 
from the translated text. Cross-validation shows that this method is robust. 
The generalization power of the method improves when the amount of parallel 
text increases for rule learning. 
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We try to minimize the chance of being trapped by local minimum by run-
ning multiple trials of rule learning. Five sets of training data with various 
number of parallel sentences are prepared. Three trials are performed with 
each set of training data, giving a total of 15 sets of rules. 
Although we use the rule-based translation method to handle Cantonese, 
the method is also applicable to other Chinese dialects. The method is also 
applicable to the dialects of other languages provided that they share the same 
written representation. 
7.1.2 Cantonese Language Modeling 
We applied all 15 rule sets for 15 formal Cantonese language models. By com-
bining these language models to form a single FmlCanLM, CER for formal 
Cantonese speech improves from 29.9% using standard Chinese language mod-
els StdChi to 22.6% using FmlCanLM. Rule-based translation method is 
straight-forward, but effective. 
Language models trained from translation method also improves the recog-
nition of colloquial Cantonese. The CER reduces from 41.3% with StdChi 
to 32.3% with FmlCanLM. The use of CollCanLM which is trained from 
colloquial Cantonese text leads to an even better recognition performance on 
colloquial Cantonese speech. 
By interpolating CollCanLM and FmlCanLM with a ratio of 9:1, CER for 
colloquial Cantonese is reduced to 22.5%, while the CER for formal Cantonese 
speech is increased to 27.4%. If the interpolation ratio is set to 1:1, better 
balanced CERs are achieved for colloquial and formal speech, i.e. 24.2% and 
22.7% respectively. In the real situation when the actual domain of the input 
speech is unknown, language models with balanced performance are preferred. 
7.1.3 Code-mixing Language Modeling 
The Internet is a promising source which provides rich data for language model-
ing. By incorporating online collected Cantonese text data, CER for colloquial 
Cantonese speech is further reduced to 20.4%. For formal Cantonese speech 
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such as broadcast news, the approach of translation remains effective to provide 
language modeling data. Text data of news domain are usually available in 
standard Chinese, but not in Cantonese. 
We attempted to build language models for code-mixing speech based on 
text collected from the Internet. These language models do not perform satis-
factorily when the current decoding method is used. The recognition accuracy 
on Cantonese part of code-mixing utterances are comparable to the monolingual 
Cantonese case, but the results on English words are poor, many English words 
are wrongly recognized as Chinese words. This situation could be caused by 
inadequacy in existing acoustic models. English words in code-mixing speech 
are found to carry strong accents. 
7.2 Future Works 
7.2.1 Rule-based Translation 
There are only three simple rule templates in the current configuration. More 
operations such as swapping can be included. The current rules consider only 
the immediately left and right word contexts. Longer-distance information as 
well as part-of-speech information would help to improve translation accuracy. 
The number of learnt rules are fixed to 640. The relationship between the 
quality of language models from translated text and the number of learnt rules 
was not studied in detail. Such information would help to determine the optimal 
number of rules for translation. The improvement on rule formulation may also 
help to fix the insertion problem. 
The lexicon can be improved by including more multi-character words that 
are frequently used in Cantonese. Currently, a large portion of the lexicon is 
made up of single Chinese characters. Most of the multi-character words are 
originated from standard Chinese. A better coverage of Cantonese words would 
improve the rule learning process. 
The quality of the translated text was evaluated indirectly in terms of char-
acter perplexities and speech recognition performance. A more appropriate 
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method for evaluation is needed. 
We have shown that combining multiple language models tends to improve 
the recognition performance, but the optimal number of language models for 
combination is still to be determined. The current method of combining lan-
guage models is based on simple interpolation method. Adaptation methods 
for multi-domain language models can be investigated [34 . 
7.2.2 Training data 
The rule-based translation method is successful for formal Cantonese by learning 
rules to translate standard Chinese newspaper text data. It would be worthy to 
explore whether this method is also applicable to translate the transcription of 
Mandarin conversational speech into colloquial Cantonese by rule-based trans-
lation method. There are several projects working on Mandarin spontaneous 
speech recognition, such as CallHome [75]. A large amount of transcription of 
Mandarin spontaneous speech data is available. If this method is also applicable 
to translate the Mandarin text data, a significant amount of text data would 
be available for training colloquial Cantonese language models. 
The parallel sentences for rule learning can also be prepared by translating 
colloquial Cantonese text into standard Chinese. It is expected that some useful 
rules that are not learnt from current work can be learnt from the proposed 
corpus. 
7.2.3 Code-mixing speech 
We have shown that in the code-mixing case, the recognition accuracy on Can-
tonese items is comparable to that of monolingual Cantonese, but the English 
words are wrongly recognized frequently. The main focus would be to improve 
the recognition accuracy of the English words. It is expected that by including 
accented pronunciations into the dictionary and improving acoustic models, the 
recognition accuracy for English words can be improved. 
Collecting more training data for language modeling is always important. 
A more sophisticate data collection system can be deployed for collecting high 
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quality code-mixing training data. While the data sparsity problem can never 
be solved solely by data collection, other language modeling techniques may be 
required to model the English words more accurately. 
The decoding strategy for code-mixing speech needs further research. It is 
debatable whether Cantonese-English code-mixing speech should be considered 
as a combination of two languages or from one single language. The decision 
would affect the design of acoustic models, the formulation of language models 




A.l Relationship between Average Mutual In-
formation and Perplexity 
Consider class-based bigram language models with vocabulary set W and class 
set G with word-to-class mapping function G : w ^ G{w), given a training text 
W of size m, the training set cross-entropy is defined as 
1 m 
H(W) = ——E l o g 2 巧t^ik一 1) 
爪i=l 
m 
=-一Y.^og2{P{wi\G(wi))P(G{wi)\G{wi^,) ) ) (A.l) 
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Let g = G{wi), h = G{wi-i) for WiEW and C(-) be the number of occurrence 
of the event, Eq. (A.l) can be written as 
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According to [55], since every it; E W is only belonged to one class, 
C(ii;,GH) = C(w). Hence, 
付 (W) = CM log2 C(w) - ^ C(g) log2 C{g) 
wGW g£G 
+ Y^ C[g, h) log2 h)-Y, C{h) C{h)] (A.3) 
MgG h£G 
The first term C{w) log2 C{w) is independent of the mapping function 
G{w) and m is a constant. Therefore, 
H{W) o c - C{g, h) log2 c ? ) 说 ) (A.4) 
It is proved that the cross-entropy is directly proportional to the negative 
of the average mutual information. Hence, when average mutual information 
increases, cross-entropy decreases so does perplexity. 
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